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Abstract

While the generation of meshes has always posed challenges for computational scien-

tists, the problem has become more acute in recent years. Increased computational

power has enabled scientists to tackle problems of increasing size and complexity.

While algorithms have seen great advances, mesh generation has lagged behind, cre-

ating a computational bottleneck. For industry and government looking to impact

current and future products with simulation technology, mesh generation imposes

great challenges. Many generation procedures often lack automation, requiring many

man-hours, which are becoming far more expensive than computer hardware. More

automated methods are less reliable for complex geometry with sharp corners, con-

cavity, or otherwise complex features. Most mesh generation methods to date require

a great deal of user expertise to obtain accurate simulation results. Since the ap-

plication of computational methods to real world problems appears to be paced by

mesh generation, alleviating this bottleneck potentially impacts an enormous field of

problems.

Meshless methods applied to computational fluid dynamics is a relatively new area

of research designed to help alleviate the burden of mesh generation. Despite their

recent inception, there exists no shortage of formulations and algorithms for meshless

schemes in the literature. A brief survey of the field reveals varied approaches arising

from diverse mathematical backgrounds applied to a wide variety of applications. All

meshless schemes attempt to bypass the use of a conventional mesh entirely or in part

by discretizing governing partial differential equations on scattered clouds of points.

A goal of the present thesis is to develop a meshless scheme for computational

fluid dynamics and evaluate its performance compared with conventional methods.
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The meshless schemes developed in this work compare favorably with conventional

finite volume methods in terms of accuracy and efficiency for the Euler and Navier-

Stokes equations. The success of these schemes may be largely attributeed their sound

mathematical foundation based on a local extremum diminishing property, which has

been generalized to handle local clouds of points instead of mesh-based topologies.

In addition, powerful algorithms are developed to accelerate convergence for mesh-

less schemes, which also apply to mesh based schemes in a mesh transparent manner.

The convergence acceleration technique, termed “multicloud,” produces schemes with

convergence rates rivaling structured multigrid. However, the advantage of multicloud

is that it makes no assumptions regarding mesh topology or discretization used on

the finest level. Thus, multicloud is extrememly general and widely applicable.

Finally, a unique application of meshless methods is demonstrated for overset grids

in which a meshless method is used to seamlessly connect different types of grids.

It is shown that meshless methods provide significant advantages over conventional

interpolation procedures for overset grids. This application serves to highlight the

practical utility of meshless schemes for computational fluid dynamics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Defining Meshless Methods

Meshless methods applied to computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a relatively

new area of research. Despite their recent inception, there exists no shortage of

formulations and algorithms for meshless schemes in the literature. A brief survey

of the field reveals varied approaches arising from diverse mathematical backgrounds

applied to a wide variety of applications. Sorting and classifying the many meshless

methods is no simple task. To add to the confusion, meshless schemes fall under

many other names including meshfree, gridfree, gridless, generalized finite difference,

and smooth particle hydrodynamics.

Despite their varied names, all meshless schemes bypass the use of a conventional

mesh to some degree. All the major fields of computational mechanics, including

finite element methods (FEM), finite difference methods (FDM), and finite volume

methods (FVM), have traditionally relied on the use of elements, interlaced grids, or

finite volumes as the underlying structures upon which to discretize governing partial

differential equations (PDE). On the other hand, meshless schemes only require clouds

of points, from which PDEs may be discretized. Local clouds for each point in a

domain are proximity-based subsets of the global set of points. Local clouds of points

replace the more traditional forms of connectivity found in FEM, FDM, and FVM.

This loose definition of connectivity forms the basis for a wide variety of numerical

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

methods for PDE’s, many of the most notable of which are discussed here.

1.2 Motivation for Developing Meshless methods

Before surveying the field of meshless methods, it is helpful to motivate their use.

After all, why go to the trouble to develop meshless methods while FEM, FDM, and

FVM are widely used and validated with extensive formulations and analyses? The

answer lies with a difficulty common to all traditional discretizations–the difficulty

of obtaining a suitable mesh. While the generation of meshes has always posed chal-

lenges for computational scientists, the problem has become more acute in recent

years. Increased computational power has enabled scientists to tackle problems of

increasing size and complexity. While algorithms have seen great advances, mesh

generation has lagged behind, creating a computational bottleneck. For industry and

government looking to impact current and future products with simulation technol-

ogy, mesh generation imposes great challenges. Many generation procedures lack

automation, requiring many man-hours, which are becoming far more expensive than

computer hardware. More automated methods are less reliable for complex geometry

with sharp corners, concavity, or otherwise complex features. Most mesh generation

methods to date require a great deal of use expertise to achieve proper stretching,

resolution, and structure.

The motivation behind meshless methods lies in relieveing the burden of mesh

generation. Since the application of computational methods to real world problems

appears to be paced by mesh generation, alleviating this bottleneck potentially im-

pacts an enormous field of problems. It is not clear at this point how effective meshless

methods will be at alleviating meshing problems. While a rigid mesh is not required,

sufficiently dense point distributions are still required. Moreover, points must be

grouped locally to form clouds. Obtaining optimal clouds for different methods is

also a non-trivial problem. However, recent progress in the area of point distribution

and cloud generation by Löhner and others [1, 2] has shown great promise is this area.
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1.3 Meshless Methods in the Literature

Several of the most notable meshless methods are discussed below. These include

Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), the Meshless Local Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG)

method, methods based on Radial Basis Functions (RBF), and Finite Point Methods

(FPM). These methods are also summarized in excellent works by Liu [3] and Liu

and Gu [4].

1.3.1 Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics

The method of SPH, introduced by Monaghan [5, 3], makes use of an integral repre-

sentation of a function at a point given a set of surrounding points, called a kernel ap-

proximation. It uses no mesh, and points are free to move past one another consistent

with a Lagrangian approach. While SPH was first developed to handle astrophysical

phenomena in open space, the method was later applied to strucures, fracture simu-

lation, fluid flow, and other fields. Monaghan [5] showed that the SPH method with

artificial viscosity could accurately capture shock waves in one-dimensional shock

tube problems. Methods based on an SPH formulation are well-suited for problems

of infinite domain in which the problem size is not know a priori.

While SPH has become popular for intensely dynamic problems in which a static or

even dynamic mesh may not properly resolve relavent physics, certain implementation

difficulties are inherent in the method. These difficulties include the selection of a

proper domain of influence with weighting functions, efficient nearest neighbor particle

searching, and the determination of a smoothing length for force computations at each

particle.

The Reproducing Kernel Particle Method (RKPM), introduced by Liu, Jun and

Zhang [6], is very similar to the SPH method in that it uses a finite integral represen-

tation to discretize the governing PDEs. However, RKPM adds a correction function

to the base kernal approximation, improving the accuracy especially near boundaries

[7]. The RKPM method has been applied to fluids, structures, and acoustics [3].

Lesoine and Kaila [8] used RKPM to compute aeroelastic effects of aircraft with large

control surface deflections. Zhang, Wagner, and Liu [9] showed that RKPM was well
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suited for domain decomposition for large-scale parallel computing.

1.3.2 Meshless Local Petrov-Galerkin

The MLPG method has arisen from the finite element community and is based on

the weak form of a given PDE. While the use of the weak form of PDEs relaxes

consistency requirements of field variable approximation, many algorithms in CFD

bypass the rigorous use of weak forms. Weak forms require the use of numerical inte-

gration since they satisfy global integral forms of the governing equations. Numerical

integration, along with other rigorous aspects of weak forms makes them computa-

tionally inefficient compared with simple FDM or FVM approaches. For example,

in an overview by Belytschko [10], the element-free Galerkin method, a precursor to

MLPG, acheived computational costs which were 4 to 10 times higher than low order

FEM. While Jameson [11] showed the equivalency of one FVM scheme with a Galerkin

method, most development in CFD has been based on strong forms of the governing

equations, which lead to simple and efficient conservative schemes. Nonetheless, an

immense mathematical foundation has been developed based on weak forms used for

a variety of FEM applications.

Developed by Atluri and others [12, 13], the MLPG method is based on a Petrov-

Galerkin formulation in which weight and trial functions used in the weak form of

the equations need not be the same. This gives the method a “local” nature in which

the integral in the weak form is satisfied over a local domain. The MLPG method

thus requires a local “background grid” to perform the integral as demanded by the

weak form. However, the integral is performed locally, relieving the need for a global

background integration as is used in related methods [14, 15]. The local background

grid may be simple shapes, such as circles or squares. By all practical measures,

MLPG is essentially meshless.

Approximation of the field variables for the MLPG method is constructed using

a moving least squares approach. Least squares representations of a function do not

pass through the discrete sampling points of the function. Instead, they construct

a smooth representation which minimizes the error of approximation. This fact has
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posed some difficulties in obtaining accurate and stable boundary conditions for the

MLPG approach.

The MLPG scheme is very general and has been applied to various problems.

Specific to fluid mechanics, Lin and Atluri [16] have used MLPG to solve the incom-

pressible Navier-Stokes equations. They used an upwinding scheme for stabilization

of the convection operator in the streamwise direction.

1.3.3 Meshless Methods Based on Radial Basis Functions

Radial basis functions are functions which have no preferred direction, but only de-

pend on norms in space. Most often, the Euclidean distance is used as the norm.

Common RBFs include Gaussians, thin plate splines, and multiquadrics. In general,

RBFs are smooth and continuously differentiable. When used for interpolation pur-

poses, RBF approximations are constructed such that they pass through data points

exactly. It is difficult to prove any order of accuracy of such approximations since

RBFs are not based on Taylor series or polynomial expansions.

While RBFs have been widely used in scattered data interpolation [17], their ap-

plication to the solution of PDEs is relatively new. Kansa [18, 19] was the first to

solve fluid dynamics problems with an RBF method. Kansa introduced an unsym-

metric form of an RBF method in an attempt to improve accuracy and conditioning.

The symmetric and unsymmetric forms were compared independently by Hon and

Schaback [20] and Power and Barraco [21]. Li [22] compared an RBF method to the

finite element method in terms of accuracy and efficiency, showing improved accuracy

of the RBF method over FEM. Sharan [23] has used the popular multiquadric RBFs

to solve elliptic PDEs. In a similar work, Sarler [24] formulated a solution method for

diffusion problems based on RBFs. In a more general work, Wendlend [25] integrated

the theory of Galerkin methods with radial basis functions.

More recently, Divo and Kassab [26, 27] have used RBFs to model convective

viscous flows and heat transfer problems. Chinchapatnam [28] has used a localized

RBF method to compute incompressible viscous flows. Radial basis methods for

compressible flows are much less common, however Shu [29] has recently proposed
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such a method based on an upwind approach.

1.3.4 Finite Point Methods

By far, the most prevalent meshless schemes for CFD have been the so-called finite

point methods. Finite point methods are usually based on the strong form of the

governing PDEs and have given rise to several variants. In general, FPMs are based

on least squares fitting of functions to discrete points. These approximate functions

form the basis of discretization methods for PDEs. Least squares techniques have

been widely used in traditional CFD methods as a means of reconstructing high

order solutions, as discussed by Mavriplis [30]. However, the use of least squares as

the primary mechanism for PDE discretization in the meshless sense is relatively new.

Finite point methods were originally derived as generalizations of FDM for irregular

point distributions by Chung [31] and Liszka [32].

Finite point methods may be categorized into two main classes: methods derived

from Taylor series, and methods based on polynomial basis functions. Actually the

Taylor series approach is a specific case of a polynomial method in which the approx-

imated function is constrained to pass through the local cloud center. The Taylor

approach is intuitive and has formed the basis for many schemes, including the Least

Squares Kinetic Upwind Method (LSKUM) of Deshpande [33, 34]. Ghosh and Desh-

pande [35] and Ramesh and Deshpande [36] used LSKUM to compute compressible

inviscid flows. Anandhanarayanan and Nagarathinam [37] parallelized the LSKUM

method. Harish and Pavanakumar [38] simulated store separation dynamics using an

approach based on LSKUM. Srinarayana [39] and Kumar [40] used kinetic approaches

within optimization algorithms. Praveen [41, 42, 43], has formulated a similar kinetic

approach called the Kinetic Meshless Method, which has given accurate results for

two dimensional inviscid flows. Other approaches based on Taylor series expansions

include that of Sridar and Balakrishnan [44, 45], in which they examined the order

of accuracy of the Taylor method for an upwind scheme. A stabilized central scheme

was developed by Jaisankar and others [46], in which they used a convective pressure

splitting of the flux. Morinishi [47] evaluated the order of accuracy and conservation
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of a Taylor-based meshless solver. Balasubramanyam and Rao [48, 49] have developed

a similar scheme.

The methods based on polynomial basis functions are equally numerous as the

Taylor based methods. Batina [50] was one of the first to use a polynomial basis

in conjunction with least squares to compute derivatives for the Euler and Navier-

Stokes equations. He used an unweighted least squares approach. A similar method

was proposed a few years later by Liu and Su [51]. Oñate and others [52, 53, 54]

developed a more rigorous method based on polynomial basis functions. Their method

incorporated different least squares weighting methods to improve the accuracy of

derivatives and formulations for higher order methods. They applied their method

to subsonic compressible inviscid and viscous flows. Löhner and others [55] extended

the method of Oñate to compressible aerodynamic applications with shocks in three

dimensions. They implemented their scheme with the van Leer approximate Riemann

solver [56], gradient reconstruction for high resolution, and limiters to capture shocks.

1.3.5 Meshless Boundary Schemes

Many of the methods discussed above have been used to enforce boundary conditions

for embedded boundary systems. Embedded boundaries arise with the use of non-

body-conforming grids, such as Cartesian grids. Meshless methods have been used in

place of cut cells and other related methods. Kirshman and Liu [57, 58, 59] have used

a polynomial least squares method to compute inviscid slip boundary conditions using

embedded Cartesian meshes. Koh, Tsai and Liu have implemented a similar method

[60]. Luo, Baum and Lohner [61] implemented an embedded boundary scheme with

a Taylor series weighted dual least squares approach. They presented encouraging

results for two and three dimensional inviscid test cases. Kamatsuchi [62] has imple-

mented meshless embedded boundary conditions for high Reynolds number viscous

flows using the concept of a subgrid to resolve boundary layers. The subgrid adds

additional resolution near the surface, providing points on which to perform meshless

computations. Kamatsuchi applied the method to an entire formula 1 race car as a
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demonstration around complex geometry. All these methods appear to provide at-

tractive alternatives to Cartesian cut cells or other methods of embedded boundary

conditions

1.4 Scope of the Present Thesis

The above review of meshless methods in the literature indicates a wide variety of

meshless schemes which have been applied to solve numerous problems in computa-

tional mechanics. The goal of the present thesis is to combine the best of existing

meshless technology along with new formulations to develop a superior meshless al-

gorithm for the solution of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. The meshless

algorithm should be superior in that it satisfies the following three criteria as much

as possible:

1. Give results which are at least as accurate and efficient as mesh-based solvers,

such that it can be applied to practical problems of interest,

2. Minimize the sensitivity of the results to point and local cloud configuration,

and

3. Be simple in implementation.

To date, a truly meshless method which satisfies these criteria simultaneously has

proven elusive. In attempting to satisfy these criteria, comparisons will be made

with existing methods and data when possible. The first requirement is essentially

a validation effort. Throughout the thesis, all results obtained with any meshless

method are compared to mesh based schemes, both qualitatively and quantitatively

when possible. To obtain the most accurate results possible in a meshless framework,

methods which have been developed over decades of structured and unstructured

CFD research have been modified and tailored to meshless algorithms. The approach

taken here is to use existing algorithms where possible to achieve superior accuracy,

and to develop new technology to meet the needs specific to meshless schemes. The
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result is a highly accurate meshless scheme which corresponds well to finite volume

results for difficult test cases, such as transonic and viscous flows.

Even more than accuracy, efficiency for meshless algorithms appears to be lacking.

Even without the increase in computer speed, the last three decades of CFD algo-

rithms and implementation research have reduced solution times by several orders of

magnitude. Many of the algorithms developed for mesh-based schemes may be ap-

plied to meshless schemes with appropriate modifications. The most notable example

of this in the present thesis is the concept of “multicloud”, discussed in Chapter 4,

which generalizes the concepts of multigrid to meshless schemes. In the process of

formulating multicloud, it became apparent that multicloud was a powerful spin-off

in and of itself, applicable to both meshless and mesh-based schemes in a mesh trans-

parent fashion. Results showing dramatic convergence of both meshless and mesh

based schemes using multicloud are given.

Requirement two alludes to the motivation for developing meshless schemes: alle-

viating the mesh generation bottleneck. To date, most of the meshless schemes have

been tested on point distributions obtained from meshes. This is a valid form of test-

ing a new method. For example, when unstructured CFD algorithms first appeared,

they were implemented on triangular meshes derived from structured meshes [63, 64].

Later, more robust techniqes were developed to generate unstructured meshes of more

general form. Much of the work in the present thesis is performed using point dis-

tributions and connectivity derived from meshes. This provides a convenient way

to focus on the algorithm itself and validate results on similar point distributions

using established methods. In addition, aspects of this work break new ground in

terms of defining suitable point distributions. Specifically, the work on multicloud

in Chapter 4 and the work dealing with meshless grid interfaces for overset grids in

Chapter 5 require unique methods of defining local clouds of points. For highly ran-

dom point distributions, such as those used in multicloud, RBF methods appear to

be substantially more robust than least squares methods.

The final requirement of simplicity is addressed by using the strong form of the

governing PDEs in a collocation approach instead of the FEM derived weak forms of

other methods. While the use of the strong form is sometimes blamed for low accuracy
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and instability [4, 10], this work provides encouraging results to the contrary. Good

convergence and a high degree of accuracy are obtained for a wide variety of test

cases. The use of the strong form of the equations leads to a class of stable schemes

based on a local extremum diminishing (LED) property. In Chapter 2, a variety of

methods for obtaining derivatives on scattered data are shown to fit well into the

LED framework. The result is a stable class of meshless schemes, which are as simple

to implement as many unstructured finite volume schemes.

The simplicity of the meshless implementation developed here is shown to fit well

within the framework of overset methods. A meshless method is used to update the

flow at intergrid boundary points, coupling the patchwork grid system characteristic

of overset methods. The meshless method offers many advantages over conventional

interpolation for domain connectivity in overset approaches. Not only is the procedure

to identify local clouds quite simple, all nodes in the domain are updated using the

PDEs instead of a purely numerical procedure such as interpolation. The result is a

seamless transition between grid components.

The outline of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 addresses the problem of obtain-

ing partial derivatives on scattered data. Three existing methods are presented based

on polynomials, Taylor series, and radial basis functions. These methods are shown to

be suitable for LED based algorithms. Also, a new method for discretization, termed

the “meshless volume” scheme, is derived. Chapter 3 applies the scattered derivative

methods to the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations, focusing on the meshless volume

scheme. An LED based framework is established for the meshless formulation. High

resolution schemes with carefully constructed diffusion operators are formulated. An

approach to the discretization of viscous terms appearing in the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions is presented. Issues dealing with boundary conditions and convergence acceler-

ation are addressed. Chapter 4 involves the formulation of the multicloud algorithm,

the meshless generalization of the well-known multigrid principles. Automatic coars-

ening procedures are developed to produce coarse level point distributions suitable

for a meshless algorithm. Transfer operators are defined to transfer solution data

between coarse and fine levels. Chapter 5 deals with an important application of

the meshless scheme for overset grids. It is shown that a meshless scheme is ideally
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suited to perform the task of grid communication for domains consisting of various

grid types. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Partial Derivatives on Scattered

Data

While the inherent structure of meshes facilitates the discretization of PDEs, meshless

methods demand a different approach. Meshless discretizations are based on clouds

of points. A distinction should be make between global and local clouds of points.

A global cloud of points contains all points in a given domain, while a local cloud of

points is a small subset of the global cloud. It is on the local cloud of points that

PDEs are discretized. The use of a local cloud enables compact support with small

bandwidth of the resulting linear system instead of large non-sparse systems. Global

and local clouds in two dimensions are illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Before describing the specifics of meshless derivative methods, it should be empha-

sized that obtaining both a global cloud of points and corresponding local clouds which

are optimal for meshless methods is an ongoing area of research. As a minimum re-

quirement, local clouds must be defined such that the matrices arising from local basis

functions are well-conditioned and non-singular. Methods to determine local clouds

are usually based on proximity in space search methods including quadtree/octree or

bin type searches. However, other methods are possible, such as in the multicloud

algorithm of Chapter 4, or the meshless interface method of Chapter 5. The methods

discussed below attempt to improve the conditioning of the local matrices to improve

derivative accuracy.

12
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(a) Global point cloud. (b) Local point cloud.

Figure 2.1: Meshless discretization framework.

While research into meshless methods is relatively new, scattered data interpola-

tion has been addressed in the research for decades. In 1982, Franke [17] published

an extensive review of nearly all scattered data interpolation techniques available at

the time. His conclusion was that methods based on radial basis functions provided

superior accuracy and convergence for use on a global set of scattered data. This

conclusion has prompted interest in radial basis functions as a means to locally dis-

cretize PDEs. In addition, the finite element community has often advocated the

use of polynomials using least squares as a basis for approximation. Often, some

combination of both polynomials and radial basis functions is used.

This chapter establishes a common framework for both polynomial and radial ba-

sis schemes, as well as a special case of a polynomial scheme based on Taylor series

expansion. Furthermore, a new method is presented, termed the “meshless volume”

scheme, in which finite volume-like metrics are obtained from local clouds of points.

The meshless volume scheme results in a much simpler and more efficient discretiza-

tion over more traditional meshless solvers. All methods discussed here satisfy a key

requirement of basis function approximation for PDEs: the methods are reproducible.

That is, the methods described here can approximate all the functions contained in
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their basis exactly. The reproducibility of the approximations has important con-

sequences in later chapters to formulate stable schemes for convection dominated

problems.

The polynomial, Taylor, radial basis, and meshless volume schemes will be dis-

cussed, in that order. In will be shown that all the methods described here have a

common formulation for partial derivatives of a function φ at node 0 of the form

∂φ

∂x
≈

∑

i

ai(φi − φ0),
∂φ

∂y
≈

∑

i

bi(φi − φ0), (2.1)

where ai and bi are metric coefficients independent of φ. Here, the summation is over

the nodes in local cloud of node 0. The metric weights depend purely on geometric

considerations, and may be computed in a preprocess step for use throughout the

computation for static problems. The chapter concludes by presenting a grid conver-

gence study to characterize the discretization error of the meshless volume scheme.

2.1 Least Squares with a Polynomial Basis

Consider a local cloud of n scattered points surrounding a central point designated

point 0, as shown in Figure 2.1. The goal of the polynomial least squares method

is to obtain the gradient of relavent independent variables. Given a function φ(x),

with x = (x, y) in two dimensions, known only at discrete values φi = φ(xi) in the

local cloud, we attempt to construct an approximation, φ̂(x), using polynomials. The

approximation takes the form

φ̂(x) = p(x)Tα, (2.2)

where

pT =
[

1 x y · · · pm(x)
]

α =
[

α0 α1 · · · αm

]
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Figure 2.2: Local cloud of points surrounding point 0.

Here, m ≤ n + 1 is the number of polynomial basis functions used. The case of

n+1 = m exclusively has been used by some researchers including Liu [3] and Chung

[31]. A far more common approach is to choose a basis of m monomials, then ensure

n > m−1. As will be discussed, this leads to a non-square system of equations, leading

to the use of least squares procedures. The polynomial basis should be complete up

to a desired degree. Greater accuracy can be expected as more monomial terms are

retained. However, more monomials means n must also increase, increasing the size

of the local fitting procedure. While high order approximations are possible, the most

common approach is to use a linear basis.

With the local cloud and basis defined, the unknown weight vector, α, may be

determined from the following n equations:

φ̂(xi) = p(xi)
T α = φi, i = 0, . . . , n. (2.3)

Because in general, Equation 2.3 is non-square, the method of weighted least squares
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[65] is invoked in which we seek to minimize a function, f(α), where

f(α) =
n

∑

i=0

wi(p(xi)
T α − φi)

2 (2.4)

with respect to the unknown coefficients, α. The weighting function, wi is included to

emphasize points which are closer to the cloud center at point 0. Generally, the weight

function is chosen such that is attains a value of 1 at point 0, decreases monotonically

with distance, and smoothly reaches a value of 0 outside the local cloud. A function

which satisfies these criteria is the normalized Gaussian,

wi =
e−( ri

c )
2

− e−( rd
c )

2

1 − e−( rd
c )

2
, (2.5)

where r2
i = (xi − x1)

2 + (yi − y1)
2 is the Euclidean distance from the cloud center,

rd = (1 + ǫ)rmax is a multiple of the maximum nodal distance in the cloud, and

c = κrd. In practice, ǫ = 1 and κ = 1
2

have given the most accurate results. The

normalized Gaussian function in two dimensions is shown in Figure 2.1.

The minimization of f in Equation 2.4 results in a square system of equations

known as the normal equations. The normal equations may be expressed as

P T WPα = P TWφ, (2.6)

where φ is the vector of nodal values

φ =
[

φ0 φ1 · · · φn

]

,

and P is the polynomial matrix and W is the diagaonal weight matrix. Both are

defined as

P T =
[

p(x1) p(x2) · · · p(xn)
]

, diag(W ) =
[

w0 w1 · · · wn

]

.

Provided the system in Equation 2.6 is non-singular, the coefficient vector α, may
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Figure 2.3: Normalized Gaussian function.

be obtained from

α = (P T WP )−1P TWφ = Cφ, (2.7)

where C is the m by n + 1 constant matrix

C =















c10 c11 · · · c1n

c20 c21 · · · c2n

...
...

...
...

cm0 cm1 · · · cmn















. (2.8)

It should be emphasized that the approximating function does not possess the

so-called delta property which most finite element basis functions exhibit. That is,

φ̂(xi) 6= φ(xi). Rather, we have merely fit a polynomial of desired degree through

discrete data by minimizing the approximization error. From the one dimensional

illustration in Figure 2.1, we see that in general, the approximating polynomial does

not pass through any of the local cloud points, including point 0.
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Figure 2.4: Local polynomial fit.

For the discretization of PDEs, we are most interested in partial derivatives of

certain quantities. Partial derivatives at any point within the non-zero region covered

by the weight function may be obtained directly from the approximation:

∂φ(x)

∂x
≈ ∂φ̂(x)

∂x
=

∂p(xi)
T

∂x
α. (2.9)

For example, for a basis in two dimensions including linear terms, the partial first

derivatives are constant:

∂φ(x)

∂x
≈ ∂φ̂(x)

∂x
= α2 =

n
∑

i=0

c2iφi,
∂φ(x)

∂y
≈ ∂φ̂(x)

∂y
= α3 =

n
∑

i=0

c3iφi. (2.10)

Oñate [52] showed that the approximating function φ̂ can reproduce exactly any

of the basis functions in p. It follows that for the linear approximation of Equation

2.10,
n

∑

i=0

c2i = 0,

n
∑

i=0

c3i = 0. (2.11)

Thus, without loss of generality, we may state

∂φ̂(x)

∂x
=

n
∑

i=1

c2i(φi − φ0),
∂φ̂(x)

∂y
=

n
∑

i=1

c3i(φi − φ0). (2.12)

By setting c2i = ai and c3i = bi, we obtain the common formulation described in

Equation 2.1 since C is independent of φ. The forms in Equation 2.12 are the key
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to obtaining stable schemes for convection dominated partial differential equations as

we will see in Chapter 3.

2.2 Least Squares Based on Taylor Series

Another way to obtain partial derivatives directly from scattered data is by way of

least squares based on Taylor series. The Taylor method is closely related to the

polynomial method. Without loss of generality assume a local origin, (0, 0), at point

0 in Figure 2.1. Consider the Taylor series of a function, φ, expanded around point

0, truncated after the linear terms:

φ̂(x) = φ0 + x
∂φ̂(x0)

∂x
+ y

∂φ̂(x0)

∂y
. (2.13)

In light of Equation 2.10, this is precisely the form of the polynomial approximation

of Equation 2.2, with α1 = φ0, retaining only the linear terms. In other words, the

Taylor series method is similar to the polynomial method, except by construction,

the approximating polynomial passes through the cloud center, as shown in Figure

2.5 in one dimension.

x

p

1

2

3

4

5
6

0

Figure 2.5: Illustration of Taylor series least squares approximation.

In general, we may expand the function φ̂(x) around the local origin at point 0

with complete derivatives up to the mth partial derivative as

φ̂(x) = φ0 + d(x)T φ′, (2.14)
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with

d(x)T =
[

x y · · · ym

m!

]

,

φ′T =
[

∂φ̂(x0)
∂x

∂φ̂(x0)
∂y

· · · ∂mφ̂(x0)
∂ym

]

.

Expanding Equation 2.14 to each of the n points in the local cloud of Figure 2.1,

excluding the cloud center at point 0, we arrive at the following set of n equations:

d(xi)
T φ′ = φi − φ0 = ∆φ0i, i = 1, · · · , n. (2.15)

For a complete set of partial derivatives, the number of derivative terms in φ′ is

l = m(m+3)
2

. If n = l, Equation 2.15 may be solved uniquely without least squares.

Otherwise, if n ≥ l, an overdetermined system results, leading to least squares mini-

mization procedures. In general, we seek to minimize a function, f(φ′), where

f(φ′) =
n

∑

i=1

wi(d(xi)
T φ′ − ∆φ0i)

2, (2.16)

with respect to φ′, where wi is a weighting function, possibly the same as that in

Equation 2.5.

A similar procedure may be invoked here as was done for the polynomial least

squares method. Expressing Equation 2.16 in terms of the normal equations results

in

DT WDφ′ = Aφ′ = DT W∆φ, (2.17)

where ∆φ is the vector of undivided differences,

∆φ =
[

∆φ01 ∆φ02 · · · ∆φ0n

]

,

and D is the metric matrix, W is the diagaonal weight matrix, and A = DT WD is

the least squares matrix. Here, D and W are defined as

DT =
[

d(x1) d(x2) · · · d(xn)
]

, diag(W ) =
[

w1 w2 · · · wn

]

.
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Provided the system in Equation 2.17 is non-singular, the derivaties in φ′, may

be obtained directly from

φ′ = A−1BT W∆φ = G∆φ, (2.18)

where G is a constant matrix

G =















g11 g12 · · · g1n

g21 g22 · · · g2n

...
...

...
...

gl1 gl2 · · · gln















. (2.19)

For example, the first derivatives of φ̂(x), at point 0 are

∂φ̂(x1)

∂x
=

n
∑

i=2

g1i∆φ1i,
∂φ̂(x1)

∂y
=

n
∑

i=2

g2i∆φ1i. (2.20)

By setting g1i = ai and g2i = bi, we obtain the common formulation described in

Equation 2.1 since G is independent of φ. Note that this is of the same form as

Equation 2.12, indicating the method is able to reproduce a constant field exactly.

This is not obvious since we are not constructing an approximation to φ(x) directly.

With the Taylor method, we solve only for the derivatives. However, the entire

function approximation may be obtained by substituting the derivatives back into

Equation 2.14.

Though both the polynomial and Taylor methods are quite similar, the Taylor

method presents two slight advantages. First, the approximating function is con-

strained to pass through the cloud center at point 0. Second, the matrix size is one

less in the Taylor approach than for the polynomial case. This is because the Taylor

approach assumes α0 = φ0 in Equation 2.2. This may seem trivial, but for one impor-

tant case. For a linear approximation, the Taylor method requires the inversion of a

2 by 2 matrix, leading to simple explicit formulas for the metric weights in Equation
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2.20. The two dimensional linear coefficients are

g1i =
wixi

∑

wy2 − wiyi

∑

wxy
∑

wx2
∑

wy2 − (
∑

wxy)2
, g2i =

wiyi

∑

wx2 − wixi

∑

wxy
∑

wx2
∑

wy2 − (
∑

wxy)2
, (2.21)

where the summations are i = 1, . . . , n. The ability to explicity manipulate the metric

terms for the linear Taylor based approach leads to the meshless volume scheme

discussed in a subsequent section.

2.3 Local Radial Basis Method

Unlike the Taylor and polynomial methods of the previous sections, the local radial

basis method does not rely on least squares to obtain partial derivatives from local

scattered data. Instead, the method seeks a function which passes through all the

data points in a local cloud. This leads to the so-called delta property in which the

approximating function is equal to the actual discrete values at the nodes. The Taylor

method only possesses the delta property at the node center, while the polynomial

method possesses no delta property at all in general. If constructed carefully, radial

basis function approximations can reproduce constant and linear fields, as will be

discussed.

Many types of radial basis functions have been developed over the years. Any

function which satisfies

θ(x) = θ(||x||)

may be considered a radial basis function. Usually the norm used is simply the

Euclidean distance. Commonly used radial basis functions include Gaussians, thin

plate splines, logarithmics, and multiquadrics. Franke [17] concluded that multi-

quadrics converged most rapidly and produced the least error of nearly all radial

basis functions when used for global scattered data interpolation. This conclusion

has led to the widespread use of radial basis functions for the discretization of PDEs

[18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. The use of the multiquadric radial basis
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Figure 2.6: Multiquadric radial basis function.

function is also used here and may be expressed as

θi(x) =
√

(x − xi)2 + (y − yi)2 + c2, (2.22)

where the basis function is centered at xi, and c is a free parameter. Unfortunately,

there exists no analysis to guide in the selection of c. Usually it is empirically deter-

mined based on accuracy and convergence considerations. Surface and contour plots

of the multiquadric function of Equation 2.22 are shown in Figure 2.6.

Construction of a radial basis approximating function, φ̂(x), which approximates

the function, φ(x), known only at the discrete values, φi = φ(xi), shown in Figure

2.1, is now described. The approximating function takes the form

φ̂(x) = tT (x)λ + pT (x)α, (2.23)

where t and p are the vectors of radial basis functions and optionally appended

polynomials respectively:

tT (x) =
[

θ0(x) θ1(x) · · · θn(x)
]

,

pT (x) =
[

p1(x) p2(x) · · · pm(x)
]

.
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The appended polynomials are necessary in some cases to ensure a non-singular ap-

proximation, and improve consistency. For the multiquadric function, Schaback and

Wendlend [66] showed at least a linear polynomial should be added to the multiquadric

approximation to ensure an invertible system. In addition, the effect of adding a lin-

ear polynomial to acheive consistency may be seen by expanding the one-dimensional

multiquadric function in a Taylor series:

√
c2 + x2 = c

√
1 + x̃2 = c

[

1 +
x̃2

2
+

x̃4

8
+

x̃6

16
+ · · ·

]

. (2.24)

It is clear that the multiquadric basis function omits all odd powers of the independent

variable, including the linear terms. Therefore, adding a linear polynomial to the

approximation of Equation 2.23 enables linear consistency and the reproduction of a

linear function exactly.

The unknown weights, λ and α, may be obtained by invoking the following n + 1

equations and m constraints:

φ̂(xi) = φi, i = 0, . . . , n,

n
∑

i=1

λipj(xi) = 0, j = 1, . . . , m. (2.25)

The equations in 2.25 may be recast as

[

T P T

P 0

] {

λ

α

}

=

{

φ

0

}

, (2.26)

where the submatrices, T and P , are defined as

T T =
[

t(x0) t(x1) · · · t(xn)
]

,

P =
[

p(x0) p(x1) · · · p(xn)
]

,

and the vector of nodal values, φ, is defined as

φT =
[

φ0 φ1 · · · φn

]

.
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Writing the inverse of the symmetric matrix in Equation 2.26 as

[

T P T

P 0

]−1

=

[

A BT

B C

]

, (2.27)

the approximation of Equation 2.23 becomes

φ̂(x) =
(

tT (x)A + pT (x)B
)

φ. (2.28)

Once again, since we are interested in derivatives for PDE discretization, we seek

the derivatives of φ̂, which may be obtained from

∂φ̂(x0)

∂x
=

(

∂tT (x0)

∂x
A +

∂pT (x0)

∂x
B

)

φ = bT
x φ,

∂φ̂(x0)

∂y
=

(

∂tT (x0)

∂y
A +

∂pT (x0)

∂y
B

)

φ = bT
y φ,

where bx and by are the vectors of the derivative metric terms. Using the linear

reproducibility property, the derivatives may be expressed as

∂φ̂(x0)

∂x
=

n
∑

i=0

bxiφi =
n

∑

i=1

bxi∆φ0i,
∂φ̂(x0)

∂y
=

n
∑

i=0

byiφi =
n

∑

i=1

byi∆φ0i, (2.29)

where ∆φ0i = φi − φ0 as before. By setting bxi = ai and byi = bi, we obtain the

common formulation described in Equation 2.1 since bx and by are independent of φ.

Thus, we arrive at the same form for the derivatives as the polynomial and Taylor

least squares methods. The use of radial basis functions to approximate field variables

on scattered data generally requires the inversion of larger matrices than the least

squares methods. The size of the matrix in Equation 2.27 is (n+m+1) by (n+m+1),

where n is the number of points in the local cloud at point 0, and m is the number

of added monomials. The increased computational cost comes with the benefit of

increased stability and robustness. Radial basis methods are not as sensitive to local

node movement and position. In addition, the matrix of Equation 2.27 is always

invertible provided the right polynomial basis terms are added. However, accuracy
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1

2

Figure 2.7: Directed edge which breaks reciprocity.

appears to suffer in the presence of discontinuities, as will be discussed in Chapter 3.

2.4 A Meshless Volume Scheme

All three of the discretization schemes above are entirely local, only considering points

belonging to a local cloud. While the local nature of these procedures is necessary

for the discretization of partial differential equations, local meshless discretizations

present drawbacks. The most obvious is that reciprocity of nodes is not guaranteed,

as shown in Figure 2.4. While node 2 may belong in the local cloud of node 1,

node 1 does not necessarily belong in the local cloud of node 2. Thus, a sort of

directional influence may be established in which flux distribution is one-way. This

corresponds to the presence of directed edges in graph theory terms [67]. This may

be circumvented in part by describing local clouds implicitly by means of an edge

vertex list. By considering edges, meshless algorithms may be formulated much like

edge-based finite volume algorithms [68, 69].

While the use of an edge-vertex list guarantees reciprocity of nodes, fundamen-

tal metric computation is still local. The result is that the metrics, such as those
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of Equation 2.1, are not equal and opposite for nodes connected by an edge. For

example, suppose that the directional edge in Figure 2.4 was actually non-directional

and reciprocity was attained. Points 1 and 2 each have a local cloud defined. Per-

forming any of the aforementioned scattered data techniques would result in metric

terms (a12, b12) and (a21, b21), where the first number in the subscript indicates the

cloud center, and the second number indicates a node in the local cloud. Thus for

each edge, there would be four unique metric terms, since unlike conservative finite

volume schemes, a12 6= a21 and b12 6= b21. This results in double metric storage and

double flux computation compared with finite volume schemes, which compute a sin-

gle directed flux to be distributed to the endpoints of an edge with a single edge based

metric. By construction, such finite volume schemes are conservative in that the sum

of all flux contributions reduces to the flux through the domain boundaries, since

interior fluxes cancel. No meshless scheme to date can be shown to be conservative in

this way. This presents a theoretical drawback for meshless schemes, since it would

be desirable for a scheme which approximates a conservation law to also be conserva-

tive. Formal conservation for a discrete scheme is often considered a prerequisite to

correctly capturing shock waves and other flow features.

In this section, a method which addresses many of the aforementioned issues is

developed. While still not formally conservative, the method described below allows

for a construction similar to finite volume schemes, increasing efficiency and stream-

lining memory usage. The main goal of the present analysis is to arrive at edge based

metrics which are equal and opposite for nodes sharing an edge. Because of its sim-

ilarity to finite volume schemes, the new meshless discretization will be termed the

“meshless volume” scheme.

2.4.1 Similarities between the Taylor Least Squares Method

and Finite Volume Methods

The meshless volume scheme may be constructed by noting similarities between finite

volume formulations and the strong form meshless schemes, which may be considered

generalized finite difference schemes. Consider the semi-discretization of a scalar
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Figure 2.8: Centroid dual control volume on a triangular mesh.

conservation law for independent variable, v, based on an integral form over the finite

volume at node 0,

V0
dv0

dt
+ R0(v, a) = 0, (2.30)

where V0 is the volume, v0 is the volume averaged conserved variable in the volume

0, and R0 is the residual. Such a configuration is illustrated in Figure 2.4.1 for the

well-konwn centroid-dual control volume [70]. Here, the residual at 0 is a function

of the surrounding conserved variables as well as the directed face area metrics, a =
[

a1 a2 . . . an

]

, forming V0. As shown in Figure 2.4.1, n nodes surround node 0

in the triangulation.

The finite volume form of Equation 2.30 is slightly different than that of the

meshless schemes described in previous sections. Since the meshless schemes compute

partial derivatives directly, the semi-discretization of the meshless schemes may be

cast into a generalized finite difference form,

dv0

dt
+ R̃0(v, ã) = 0, (2.31)

where v0 is interpreted as the nodal conserved variable at node 0, and the residual, R̃0,
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is a function of metric terms, ã =
[

ã1 ã2 . . . ãn

]

. The metrics, ã, have dimension

(1/h), while the face areas, a, have dimension of (V/h), where h is the mesh spacing.

By restricting the analysis to the linear Taylor least squares method described

above, it is possible to cast the meshless discretization of Equation 2.31 into the

finite volume form of Equation 2.30 by simply multiplying the equation by a meshless

volume, V0. Just what the meshless volume, V0, represents in the context of a meshless

method will be discussed and quantified later. For now, it is only necessary that the

volume, V0, be a circle (in two dimensions) of some radius, r0, centered at (x0, y0), as

shown in Figure 2.4.1. It follows, then, that the nodal value, v0, may be interpreted

as a volume average over the circular volume, V0. This is easily verified for the Taylor

approach with linear terms:

∫

V0

v(x, y)dV =

∫∫

(v0 + xvx + yvy) dxdy

=

∫ r0

0

∫ 2π

0

(v0 + r cos(θ)vx + r sin(θ)vy) rdθdr

=

∫ r0

0

2πrv0dr

= πr2
0v0 = V0v0.

Thus, for static mesh problems, a simple multiplication of the meshless discretization

by a circular volume, V0, yields a finite volume-like form,

V0

(

dv0

dt
+ R̃0(v, ã)

)

= V0
dv0

dt
+ V0R̃0(v, ã)

= V0
dv0

dt
+ R0(v, V0ã)

= V0
dv0

dt
+ R0(v, a),

since R0 is a linear function of the face areas, a = V0ã. In other words, multiplying

the gneralized finite difference form by a meshless volume, yields a finite volume-like

formulation for the linear Taylor based approach.

Technically, the “face areas,” a, formed by multiplying the least squares metrics,
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Figure 2.9: Meshless volume showing midpoint face areas.

ã, by the meshless volume, are not faces of a control volume. In general, their sum is

not zero as in the case of a closed, faceted volume. Also, the face areas corresponding

to the two nodes shared by an edge are still not equal. This means that adjacent

meshless volumes do not share a common face area, and little progress has been made.

However, the concept of a meshless volume scheme is important in formulating certain

constraints on weights, which enable equal face areas for adjacent meshless volumes.

2.4.2 Weight Constraints

In order to obtain equal face areas for adjacent nodes, similar to a finite volume

scheme, it is important to understand the nature of the metric coefficients in Equation

2.21 arising from the Taylor-based least squares procedure. As pointed out by Praveen

[42], the least squares matrix, A, in Equation 2.17 has interesting properties. Most

importantly in this context, if the local constraints,

∑

wix
2
i =

∑

wiy
2
i ,

∑

wixiyi = 0 (2.32)
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are satisfied, then the two eigenvalues of the least squares matrix are equal with a

value of λ0 =
∑

i wx2 =
∑

i wy2. The summations appearing in Equation 2.32 are

over the nodes in the local cloud for node 0. Furthermore, in such a case, the least

squares metric coefficents of Equation 2.21 take on a particularly simple and useful

form:

g1i =
wixi

λ0
, g2i =

wiyi

λ0
, (2.33)

for every node, i, in the cloud of node 0. Note that the coefficients in Equation 2.33

define a vector which aligns with the edge itself. Thus, two nodes sharing an edge

will have metrics which are parallel, but not necessarily equal in magnitude. This is

an important step in establishing common face areas in the meshless volume scheme.

In general, the constraints of Equation 2.32 are not satisfied except in simple

configurations, such as uniform Cartesian spacing. However, the constraints can

be satisfied on arbitrary point distributions as part of a local weight optimization

procedure. In the optimization problem, a minimum of f(w) is sought, subject to

the constraints h1(w) and h2(w), where

f(w) =
∑

i

(wi − w̃i)
2, h1(w) =

∑

i

wi(x
2
i − y2

i ), h2(w) =
∑

i

wixiyi, (2.34)

where wT =
[

w1 w2 · · · wn

]

is the vector of weights for which we seek corre-

sponding to each node in the local cloud, and w̃T =
[

w̃1 w̃2 · · · w̃n

]

are the

corresponding target weights obtained from any conventional weighting procedure,

such as that of Equation 2.5. The method of Lagrange multipliers may be invoked

here, yielding the following system of equations at each node:

[

I UT

U 0

]{

w

l

}

=

{

w̃

0

}

, (2.35)

with

U =

[

x2
1 − y2

1 x2
2 − y2

2 · · · x2
n − y2

n

x1y1 x2y2 · · · xnyn

]

,

and l = (l1, l2) is the vector of Lagrange multipliers. Since this system of equations
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is solved on a local node by node basis, matrix sizes are kept small and efficiency is

maintained.

In practice, it has been observed that the optimized weight vector, w, does not

differ much from the optimal weights, w̃. In other words, for reasonably even point

distributions, the least squares metric coefficients are nearly parallel with their edges

anyway, so invoking the optimization procedure amounts to merely tweaking the

weights in order to satisfy the constraints.

2.4.3 Volume Definition and Reciprocal Face Areas

With the least squares coefficients aligned with their edges, it is now possible to define

shared face area metrics for adjacent meshless volumes. As pointed out by Praveen

[42], the eigenvalues of the least squares matrix actually represent the semi-major and

semi-minor axes of an ellipse which bounds the local cloud for a given node. Since the

constraints of Equation 2.32 equalize the eigenvalues, the resulting eigenvalue may

be used as the basis for the circular meshless volume definition. If the radius of the

volume at node 0 is r0 =
√

λ0/π, then the meshless volume at each node becomes

V0 = λ0.

Now consider performing the least squares Taylor expansion procedure to the

midpoint of each edge in a local cloud as shown in Figure 2.4.1. For an edge, k, with

endpoints i and j, the least squares metric coefficients for node j in the cloud of node

i become

ãij = 2
wij∆xij

∑

j wij∆x2
ij

, b̃ij = 2
wij∆yij

∑

j wij∆y2
ij

, (2.36)

assuming the weights, wij , have been computed using the constrained optimization

procedure. Here, the factor of two is needed since the expansion is only to the

midpoint of the edge. The notation, wij, denotes the weight that node j is assigned

in the cloud of node i, and ∆xij = xj − xi.

While the midpoint was chosen as the Taylor expansion point, potentially any

point between nodes i and j on edge k could have been used. Therefore, a parameter,

αk, may be defined for the edge such that 0 < αk < 1, which allows the expansion

point to move freely, as shown in Figure 2.10. Now the expansion may be taken to a
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of the sliding parameter, αk.

point xk = xi + αk∆xij = xj − (1−αk)∆xij . It can be verified easily that a value of

αk = 1/2 reverts the expansion to the midpoint. It is now reasonable to ask whether

a value of αk exists such that a common face area may be computed for adjacent

nodes i and j. Mathematically, this translates to enforcing the constraint

Viãik = −Vj ãjk, (2.37)

where

ãik =
wik(xk − xi)

∑

k wik(xk − xi)2
, ãjk =

wjk(xk − xj)
∑

k wjk(xk − xj)2

are valid least squares formulas if wik and wjk are chosen to satisfy the constrained

optimization problem of Equation 2.34. A similar constraint on the y-coefficients is

not needed since if the coefficients are parallel to the edge, the y-constraint, Vib̃ik =

−Vj b̃jk, is automatically satisfied.

To assist in the selection of αk such that Equation 2.37 is satisfied, both the target

weights of Equation 2.34 and the computed optimal weights may be assumed to vary

inversely with the square of the distance from a given node. This is a reasonable

weighting scheme, since it emphasizes nodes which are close in proximity to a given
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node. With this weight selection it follows that

wik =
wij

α2
k

, wjk =
wji

(1 − αk)2
. (2.38)

Somewhat surprisingly, the eigenvalues of the least squares matrix, as well as the

constraints in Equation 2.34 remain unchanged as αk varies along each edge under

the inverse square weighting scheme:

λi =
∑

k

wij∆x2
ij

=
∑

k

wij

α2
k

(αk∆xij)
2

=
∑

k

wik(xk − xi)
2

In other words, λi, and thus the volume, Vi, remain unchanged as αk changes. Since λi

and λj are independent of αk, we may select any xk to which to perform the expansion

without changing the eigenvalues, λi and λj. Additionally, since the constraints of

Equation 2.34 remain satisfied, the simplified least squares formulas of Equation 2.36

remain valid for any 0 < αk < 1.

It follows that Equation 2.37 will be satisfied with

αk =
wij

wij + wji

. (2.39)

when Vi = λi and Vj = λj. However, this choice of αk is equivalent to defining a

single average edge weight, wk = wij +wji, and performing the expansion to the edge

midpoint. This form is desirable since approximate Riemann solvers often solve for

midpoint fluxes.

In summary, the least squares coefficients corresponding to node j in the cloud of

node i may be expressed as

ãij =
wk∆xij

λi

, b̃ij =
wk∆yij

λi

. (2.40)
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Similarly,

ãji =
wk∆xji

λj

, b̃ji =
wk∆yji

λj

. (2.41)

When multiplied by their respective meshless volumes, these coefficients represent a

common face area shared by nodes i and j:

aij = wk∆xij , bij = wk∆yij , aji = wk∆xji, bji = wk∆yji. (2.42)

Thus the face area for an edge is completely defined by the average weight, wk, which

is shared by both nodes which share the edge.

2.4.4 Charcterization of Discretization Error

In order to characterize the discretization error of the meshless volume derivative

method, a grid convergence study was performed. The spatial accuracy of the method

was examined by comparing the results with an exact solution on a series of increas-

ingly dense point distributions. In addition, the meshless volume scheme was com-

pared with mesh based methods of computing derivatives. The methods and results

of this study are presented in this section.

In order to verify the accuracy of the meshless volume scheme, four types of point

distributions were generated, as shown in Figure 2.11. Figure 2.11(a) shows a simple

Cartesian distribution of points, which served as the first distribution. Second, a

perturbed distribution was generated by randomly perturbing the Cartesian system

a small distance from the regular distribution, as shown in Figure 2.11(b). Third,

a regular triangular mesh was generated, as shown in Figure 2.11(c). Finally, a

similar perturbation procedure was applied to the regular triangular mesh to form

the irregular distribution of Figure 2.11(d). When the meshless volume scheme was

tested, the mesh lines of each mesh were used to define local clouds of points.

A simple trigonometric function with simple partial derivatives was used as a basis
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for comparison of the discrete schemes. The function and its derivates were

f(x, y) = sin x sin y,

∂f

∂x
= cos x sin y,

∂f

∂y
= sin x cos y.

The meshless volume scheme was used to compute discrete approximations to

these derivatives on all four point distributions described. In addition, three other

mesh based methods were implemented for comparison. On the structured grid data

of Figures 2.11(a)-2.11(b), two methods were implemented in addition to the meshless

volume scheme. These methods were based on a finite difference approxmation and

a finite volume approximation based on the divergence theorem. The finite difference

method was performed using a discrete mapping to (ξ, η) coordiates as

∂f

∂x
=

∂f

∂ξ

∂ξ

∂x
+

∂f

∂η

∂η

∂x
,

∂f

∂y
=

∂f

∂ξ

∂ξ

∂y
+

∂f

∂η

∂η

∂y
.

Central differences were performed both to compute the derivatives of f and the

mapped coordinates. The finite volume method was implemented by invoking the

divergence theorem consistent with a linear approximation:

∂f

∂x
=

1

V

∫

∂V

fdy,

∂f

∂y
= − 1

V

∫

∂V

fdx.

Finite volumes were taken to be the volumes formed by the primary mesh, and the

surface integral was evaluated by averaging the function values on either side of the

volume faces and multiplying by the proper face projection.

To compare the meshless volume scheme to a mesh based scheme on triangles, a

nodal finite volume method was used, again based on the divergence theorem, but

with a trapezoidal integration rule. Nodal finite volumes were defined to be the union
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of all triangles sharing a common node, similar to the unstructured scheme of Jameson

[71]. The discrete scheme may be described as

∂f

∂x
≈ 1

2V

∑

k

(fk + fk−1)(yk − yk−1),

∂f

∂y
≈ − 1

2V

∑

k

(fk + fk−1)(xk − xk−1),

where the nodes are ordered counterclockwise.

For both structured and triangular distributions, the meshless volume scheme

exhibited the behavior shown in Figure 2.12. The method showed second order ac-

curacy for the regular distributions, but reverted to first order when the points were

perturbed. This was precisely the behavior of the mapped finite difference method,

as shown in Figure 2.13. While second order behavior was observed for the structured

finite volume method on a regular grid, the perturbed structured grid introduced 0th

order errors, as shown in Figure 2.14. A similar result was obtained using the un-

structured finite volume method, as shown in Figure 2.15. The 0th order errors were

likely due to the discrepancy of a volume based approach, in which partial derivatives

are assumed to be constant in a given finite volume. It is therefore difficult to com-

pare the result with an exact solution at an exact location. Nonetheless, the cases

are presented since finite volume methods are widely used in practice, often result-

ing in subtle contradictions. It should be emphasized that no volume/nodal location

contradictions arise with the meshless volume scheme, which is a generalized finite

difference method.

In conclusion, the meshless volume scheme possesses similar discretization errors

as a conventional second order finite difference method. Both methods revert to first

order in the face of nodal irregularities. However, the meshless volume scheme may be

used on much more general mesh topologies, such as triangles or nodal distributions

not arising from a mesh at all. Unfortunately, the study also shows, that point

distribution strongly affects the accuracy of meshless methods, just as it does for

mesh based methods.
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2.4.5 Advantages of the Meshless Volume Approach

The meshless volume method of computing least squares weights in the context of the

Taylor series approach has several distict advantages. First, the use of an edge-vertex

list to establish cloud connectivity ensures reciprocity of nodes. Second, memory

demands are reduced. A close inspection of the procedure reveals that only a single

weight, wk, need be stored at each edge k, along with a volume at each node. This is

a consequence of the fact that the least squares metrics align with edges, such that

the nodal coordinates themselves define face areas along with a proper weighting.

For cloud distributions similar to unstructured meshes in two dimensions, there are

approximately 3N edges, where N is the number of nodes. This means that only

4N real variables (a single weight for each edge plus the nodal volumes) need to

be stored to completely contain the metric information. This is a factor of three

reduction over the other partial derivative schemes on scattered data in which 12N

real variables (four coefficients per edge) need to be stored. The meshless scheme is

lighter in memory than even many unstructured schemes, in which 7N real variables

(a two dimensional face vector at each edge plus a nodal volume) need to be stored.

Finally, the meshless volume scheme is unique in that it allows for the use of

approximate Riemann solvers for the computation of a single midpoint flux. This

avoids double solving for fluxes based on different least squares coefficients for ad-

jacent nodes. Unfortunately, the meshless volume scheme is still not formally con-

servative, since the sum of the least squares coefficients around a given node is not

zero. Without closed meshless volumes, it will be difficult to prove conservation. To

close the meshless volumes would imply a mesh, and so the use of a meshless method

would be unnecessary.
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Figure 2.11: Point distrubutions used for grid convergence.
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Figure 2.12: Meshless volume grid convergence.
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Figure 2.13: Finite difference grid convergence.
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Figure 2.14: Structured finite volume (quadrilaterals) grid convergence.
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Figure 2.15: Unstructured finite volume (triangles) grid convergence.



Chapter 3

Meshless Euler and Navier-Stokes

Schemes

This chapter highlights the fact that the Local Extremum Diminishing (LED) prin-

ciple is flexible and general enough to extend to meshless schemes. In particular, the

meshless volume scheme based on the constrained weighting procedure of Chapter

2 is used as a basis for discretization. The meshless volume discretization is quite

reminiscent of conventional finite volume schemes. This enables the meshless volume

scheme to leverage the vast amount of knowledge and experience derived from finite

volume methods over the past few years. However, significant differences arise in the

implementation of boundary conditions and other procedures, such as the convergence

acceleration techniques described in Chapter 4.

This chapter begins with the formulation for the Euler and Navier-Stokes equa-

tions. Next, stabilization via artificial diffusion based on the LED principle is for-

mulated in the general sense and for the meshless volume scheme. Reconstruction

procedures are highlighted, which enable high order diffusion schemes. A method of

discretization of the viscous terms of the Navier-Stokes equations is then discussed,

followed by a discussion of boundary conditions. Methods of steady state integration

are highlighted next. Finally, some inviscid results are given, highlighting the accu-

racy of the discretization scheme compared with conventional finite volume methods.

42
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3.1 The Euler and Navier-Stokes Equations

Most modern CFD codes are based on the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations. The

Navier-Stokes equations are a system of PDEs which mathematically describe the

conservation of mass, momentum, and energy for fluids under a continuum assump-

tion. The full Navier-Stokes equations have been used to effectively model unsteady,

compressible, viscous flows with complex features over complex geometry [72]. The

Navier-Stokes equations may be expressed in strong conservation law form in two

dimensions as
∂w

∂t
+

∂fe

∂x
+

∂ge

∂y
=

M∞

Re∞

(

∂fv

∂x
+

∂gv

∂y

)

, (3.1)

where the vector of conserved variables and Euler fluxes are

w =













ρ

ρu

ρv

ρE













, fe =













ρu

ρu2 + P

ρuv

ρuH













, ge =













ρv

ρvu

ρv2 + P

ρvH













,

and the viscous fluxes are defined as

fv =













0

τxx

τxy

uτxx + vτxy − qx













, gv =













0

τyx

τyy

uτyx + vτyy − qy













.

In the above notation, ρ, u, v, P , E, and H = E + P
ρ

are the density, Cartesian

velocity components, pressure, total energy, and total enthalpy. Also, M∞ and Re∞

are the free stream Mach and Reynolds numbers, respectively. The viscous fluxes

contain shear stress terms, τ , and heat flux terms, q. The Navier-Stokes equations

are completed by the ideal gas law,

E =
P

(γ − 1)ρ
+

1

2
(u2 + v2),
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and Sutherland’s law, which relates viscosity to temperature.

The Euler equations of gas dynamics are a set of hyperbolic partial differential

equations, which are a subset of the Navier-Stokes equations. The Euler equations

may be obtained by setting the right hand side of Equation 3.1 to zero. The major as-

sumption underlying the Euler equations is that viscous effects are negligible. Since,

for high Reynolds number flows, viscous effects are largely confined to thin boundary

layers, the Euler assumption works well for a wide range of high speed flows encoun-

tered in aerodynamics. A more detailed discussion of the Euler and Navier-Stokes

equations is given in Appendix A.

3.2 An LED-based approach

A convenient basis for the construction of non-oscillatory schemes for gas dynamics

is the Local Extremum Diminishing (LED) prinicple [71] for discrete approximations

to conservation laws. LED-based schemes have also been shown to work well for

the Navier-Stokes equations. The simplicity of the LED principle, along with its

wide-ranging applicability, has led to its widespread use for CFD. The LED principle

is reiterated here, and extended to the meshless schemes developed in the previous

chapter.

Given a two-dimensional scalar conservation law of the form

∂v

∂t
+

∂f(v)

∂x
+

∂g(v)

∂y
= 0, (3.2)

the LED criterion assumes that a discrete approximation to the spatial derivatives at

i may be expressed as
∂vi

∂t
=

∑

j

cijvj , (3.3)

where the summation is over the nearest neighbors, j. A consistent approximation

which meets the minimal requirement to approximate a constant function exactly

should have the property that
∑

j

cij = 0. (3.4)
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All partial derivative schemes derived in Chapter 2 have been shown to reproduce

linear funtions exactly, thus satisfying Equation 3.4. It follows that with no loss of

generality, Equation 3.3 may be written as

∂vi

∂t
=

∑

j 6=i

cij(vj − vi). (3.5)

By constructing discrete schemes which ensure the coefficients, cij, are positive, a

local minimum cannot decrease and a local maximum cannot increase in time. This

is the essential principle of LED schemes. The LED principle assures positivity and

leads to the class of TVD schemes in one dimension proposed by Harten [73]. The

requirement to produce positive coefficients has led to a variety of schemes with addi-

tive artificial diffusion terms. Jameson [71] showed that a variety of popular diffusion

schemes including JST [74], scalar, and matrix schemes satisfy the LED criterion. The

majority of LED schemes to date have been constructed for traditional mesh-based

discretizations including finite volume, finite element, and finite difference. How-

ever, the goal of this chapter is to extend the LED principles to the meshless volume

scheme. Actually, in light, of Equation 2.1, the LED principle is easily extended to

all meshless schemes discussed in Chapter 2.

3.3 Stabilizing the Meshless Operator

Following the meshless volume scheme of Chapter 2, a naive discretization of Equation

3.1, neglecting the viscous terms is

Vi

dwi

dt
+

∑

j

(Fij − Fi) = 0, (3.6)

where Fij = 1
2
(Fi + Fj) is a midpoint flux. Here, the uppercase flux, F = aijf + bijg

is a directed flux in the direction of the least squares coefficients, which, for the

meshless volume scheme, are also aligned with the edge connecting nodes i and j.

The midpoint flux alignment with the edge is shown in Figure 3.1. The least squares

coefficients, aij and bij , are those of Equation 2.42.
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i

j

Fij = aijfij + bijgij

Figure 3.1: Directed flux in the direction of the edge connecting nodes i and j.

The discretization of Equation 3.6 is naive because it does not take into account

characteristic directions of wave propagation of the hyperbolic system. Mathemati-

cally, Equation 3.6 does not not satisfy the LED criteria and may result in odd-even

decoupling modes, overshoots and undershoots at shocks, or worse, blow-up due to

instability. This may be seen by defining a mean-valued Jacobian, Aij, as in the

analysis of Roe [75], such that

Fj − Fi = Aij(wj − wi). (3.7)

The mean-valued Jacobian, Aij , is just the typical flux Jacobian, evaluated with

the Roe-averaged square root variables as shown in Appendix A. The discretization

becomes

Vi

dwi

dt
= −

∑

j

(Fij − Fi)

= −1

2

∑

j

(Fj − Fi)

= −1

2

∑

j

Aij(wj − wi),
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which generally does not satisfy the LED criteria since the eigenvalues of the flux

Jacobian, Aij , vary in sign. The LED criteria may be satisfied for the meshless

volume scheme by adding an artificial diffusion term, dij:

Vi

dwi

dt
+

1

2

∑

j

(Fj − Fi − dij) = 0. (3.8)

This is equivalent to the midpoint discretization of Equation 3.6, but with the mid-

point flux defined as

Fij =
1

2
(Fi + Fj) −

1

2
dij .

The design of dij is critical to the accuracy and convergence characteristics of the

meshless volume scheme. Three alternatives are presented below.

3.3.1 Scalar Diffusion

The simplest diffusion scheme is scalar diffusion. Since the Euler equations represent

a superposition of waves, one may scale the diffusion to the absolute value of the

maximum wave speed. Since the wave speeds are described by the eigenvalues of the

Jacobian, q, q + c, and q − c, scalar diffusion takes the form

dij = λmax(wj − wi), (3.9)

where

λmax = max(|q|, |q + c|, |q − c|),

and q = aiju + bijv is the directed velocity.

The diffusion form of Equation 3.9 is robust and inexpensive to construct. How-

ever, scalar diffusion fails to capture shocks with a single interior point [76]. Instead,

shocks and other features may be smeared as more diffusion is present than is actually

needed.
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3.3.2 Matrix Diffusion

In constrast with scalar diffusion, matrix diffusion is highly accurate, but at a greater

computational expense. With matrix diffusion, each wave in the characteristic su-

perposition is treated separately, reducing the amount of added diffusion. Matrix

diffusion takes the form

dij = |Aij |(wj − wi). (3.10)

Here, |A| = T |Λ|T−1, where |Λ| is a diagonal matrix containing the absolute values

of the eigenvalues of A, and the columns of T contain the eigenvectors of A. Such

a construction requires tedious evaluation and multiplication of the eigenvectors de-

scribed in Appendix A. However, the matrix scheme above admits ideal shocks with

a single interior point in one dimension [76].

3.3.3 Convective Upwind Split Pressure (CUSP) Scheme

A good compromise between the inexpensive scalar diffusion and the highly accurate

matrix diffusion is the convective upwind split pressure (CUSP) scheme of Jameson

[71]. The CUSP scheme produces shocks with a single interior point in one dimension,

while minimizing computational cost. Therefore, CUSP is the preferred scheme in

this work.

The CUSP scheme may be formulated to admit solutions with constant stagnation

enthalpy, a defining characteristing of steady inviscid flows [77]. The diffusive flux

may be defined as

dij = α∗c(whj − whi) + β(Fj − Fi), (3.11)

with speed of sound, c, and enthalpy variables, wh = (ρ, ρu, ρv, ρH)T . Here, α∗

and β are dimensionless parameters controlling the amount of diffusion to be added.

Following the analysis of Jameson [76], if the total convective contribution to the

diffusion is αc, we may define α∗c = αc − βq. A good choice for the dimensionless

parameters is

α = |M |
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β =















max
(

0, q+λ−

q−λ−

)

, 0 ≤ M ≤ 1

−max
(

0, q+λ+

q−λ+

)

, −1 ≤ M ≤ 0

sign(M), M ≥ 1.

Here, M is the local Mach number, and

λ± =
γ + 1

2γ
q ±

√

(

γ + 1

2γ
q

)2

+
c2 − q2

γ

are the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the flux with respect to the enthalpy variables.

Thus, the CUSP scheme only requires the evaluation of slightly more complex eigen-

values, but bypasses the tedious eigenvector evaluation and multiplication of matrix

schemes.

3.4 Limited Reconstruction for Meshless Schemes

Since the states at the endpoints i and j are used, all the diffusion schemes described

above are far too diffusive, being only first order accurate. These schemes may be

made more accurate by the addition of anti-diffusive terms, which increase the or-

der of accuracy to third order. Anti-diffusion may be conveniently added via the

reconstruction of left and right states at the midpoint of the line connecting points i

and j. This practice effectively reduces the difference in the state variables, in turn

reducing the diffusion. A proven reconstruction method is the symmetric limited pos-

itive (SLIP) scheme of Jameson [71], which leads to high order accuracy in smooth

regions and reverts to first order accuracy in the vicinity of discontinuities to avoid

oscillations. While the SLIP scheme was originally designed for structured grids, it

has also proven effective for unstructured meshes. Here the SLIP scheme is extended

to meshless methods.

The use of left and right reconstructed states replaces dij with dLR = α∗c(whR −
whL) + β(FR − FL), where

wL = wi +
1

4
s(∆w+, ∆w−)∆w+, wR = wj −

1

4
s(∆w+, ∆w−)∆w−. (3.12)
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Here, ∆w+ and ∆w− are estimates of the change in the solution on either side of

I
j J

i

L R

w−

w+

Figure 3.2: Edge reconstruction procedure to obtain left and right states.

the edge connecting point i and j, as shown in Figure 3.2. First, points I and J , the

points in the local clouds of i and j which are most closely aligned with the edge ij

are identified. Estimates with ∆w+ = wJ − wj and ∆w− = wi − wI may be used.

However an increase in accuracy is observed by making corrections of the form

∆w+ = wJ − wj + lj · ∇wJ , ∆w− = wi − wI − li · ∇wI , (3.13)

where the gradients of w are computed using the same least squares coefficients as

the base meshless volume scheme, and li and lj are the position vectors from I and

J to the psuedo-points past the edge.

The ∆w estimates obtained in this way lead to sharp capturing of discontinuities,

turning off the limiting function,

s(u, v) = 1 −
∣

∣

∣

∣

u − v

|u| + |v| + ǫ∆xr

∣

∣

∣

∣

q

, (3.14)

in the presence of shocks. Here q is a positive integer, usually taken to be q = 3,

and ǫ∆xr is a threshold proportional to the cloud spacing to improve accuracy and

convergence. The exponent r = 3/2 ensures no degradation in accuracy. With

the limiter turned on, the left and right states revert back to the i and j states,

maintaining the LED quality at a local extremum. The key is the accurate detection of
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local extrema and shocks, which the above procedure performs quite well in practice.

It should be emphasized that the same metric information derived from the least

squares procedure may be used in the gradient reconstruction procedure. This means

that a single set of metrics completely satisfies all demands of the algorithm. This

stands in contrast to many unstructured codes, which used separate metrics for recon-

struction as for flux discretization. Significant savings in memory have been acheived

over many types of unstructured algorithms in this manner.

3.5 Boundary Conditions

The LED principle may be enforced at domain boundaries by using the same inte-

rior scheme for boundary points. At domain boundaries, interior points are reflected

across tangent boundary planes to form ghost points, as shown in Figure 3.5. The

ghost points serve two purposes. First, they balance the local clouds of the bound-

ary points, improving the condition of meshless discretization procedures. Second,

solution values at ghost points may be set consistent with any number of physical

boundary conditions to obtain a solution. With the injection of proper conditions at

the boundary, no modification of the interior scheme is necessary.

3.5.1 Solid Walls

At solid walls in inviscid flow, slip boundary conditions are enforced. This may be

accomplished by defining an outward unit normal direction, (nx, ny), at each node

on a solid wall. The Cartesian velocity components of the interior point, (ui, vi), are

then rotated into the local normal/tangential components, (ut, un):

ut = nyui − nxvi

un = nxui + nyvi.

To compute the Cartesian velocity components of the ghost nodes, (ug, vg), the
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interior field points

boundary plane

reflected ghost points

Figure 3.3: Reflection of interior points to produce ghost nodes.

tangential velocity is untouched, while the normal velocity is negated:

ug = nyut + nx(−un)

vg = −nxut + ny(−un).

To obtain values for density, ρg, and energy, (ρE)g, at the ghost nodes, an extrap-

olation procedure has proven accurate. Values at the interior node and surface node

are used to extrapolate to the ghost node:

ρg = 2ρs − ρi

(ρE)g = 2(ρE)s − (ρE)i.

Here, the subscripts s and i denote the surface node and interior nodes respectively.

To be consistent with the interior scheme, which admits constant stagnation enthalpy,

the pressure at the ghost node may be computed as Pg = ρg(Ho − Eg), where Ho is
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the total enthalpy at freestream.

While the above procedure is designed for slip wall conditions, a wide variety of

boundary conditions may be enforced by injecting the relavent values into the ghost

nodes. For example, no slip boundary conditions for viscous flow may be enforced by

setting the ghost velocities to

ug = −ui

vg = −vi.

Similar procedures would be enforced for temperature and pressure in viscous flow.

3.5.2 Far Field

At the far field, one-dimensional Riemann invariants are used, while enforcing con-

stant stagnation enthalpy and a compressible vortex correction [78] for lifting flows.

The vortex correction involves the use of corrected velocities, (uf , vf), instead of free

stream values, (uo, vo), when values external to the domain are needed:

uf = uo +
Γ sin θ

R (1 − M2
o (sin θ cos α − cos θ sin α)2)

vf = vo −
Γ cos θ

R (1 − M2
o (sin θ cos α − cos θ sin α)2)

Here, Γ is the computed circulation, R and θ are the polar coordinates of the

boundary point measured from the quarter-chord of the airfoil, Mo is the freestream

Mach number, and α is the angle of attack.

Following the work of Jameson [79], the one dimensional incoming and outgoing

Riemann invariants normal to the boundary may then be defined as

Ro = uno −
2co

γ − 1

Re = une +
2ce

γ − 1
,
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where the subscripts o and e denote freestream and interior extrapolated quantities,

respectively, and c is the speed of sound. Extrapolation from the interior is facili-

tated by the boundary node reflection procedure illustrated in Figure 3.5. The normal

velocity at the ghost node, ung may then be obtained from ung = 1
2
(Ro + Re). Addi-

tionally, the tangential velocity at the ghost node, utg, is obtained from the corrected

freestream values for inflow or extrapolated from the interior for outflow. Entropy is

obtained in the same way. Finally, by using the freestream stagnation enthalpy, Ho,

the state at the ghost nodes is completely defined, with the ability to admit constant

stagnation enthalpy globally.

3.6 Discretization of Viscous Terms

While it has been shown that many flux-limited schemes developed for the Euler equa-

tions work well for viscous flows [80], certain complications arise with the addition

of the viscous fluxes. The difficulties with the viscous fluxes are essentially two-fold.

First, the viscous fluxes contain first derivatives of flow quantities. This is in con-

trast to the inviscid fluxes, which are only functions of the flow variables themselves,

not their derivatives. Second, As the Reynolds number increases and becomes large

for many practical applications, anisotropic point distributions become necessary to

efficiently capture boundary layers, wakes, and other features unique to viscous flows.

In the context of the strong conservation law form of Equation 3.1, three ap-

proaches appear most often in the literature to discretize the viscous fluxes for mesh-

less schemes. The first, advocated by Batina [50], is to simply use the same least

squares coefficients as are used to discretize the partial derivatives of the Euler fluxes

to compute the gradients in the viscous fluxes. The second approach, used by Oñate

et. al.[52, 54], involves the selection of a higher order polynomial basis, such that

second derivatives may be computed directly from the approximating function. The

third approach involves the use of radial basis functions [26, 28, 23, 19, 24] to obtain

higher derivatives since radial basis functions are continuously differentiable.

The last two approaches would require modification of the conservation law form

to obtain second derivative terms. Moreover, the polynomial basis and radial basis
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methods described in Chapter 2 fall outside the framework of the meshless volume

scheme, which is based on the Taylor series approximation. Thus, in order to use the

same metrics available for the meshless volume scheme and the strong conservation

law form directly, a variant of the approach of Batina appears most viable.

The use of anisotropic point clouds with least squares procedures often leads to

poor accuracy, as pointed out by Mavriplis [30]. Problems arise in regions of high

curvature, in which nodes exert influence on gradient computation in unexpected

ways. Similar problems have been observed by Liu and Jameson for kinked meshes

using the Gauss formula for gradient estimation [81]. For this reason, a hybrid scheme

has been developed to capture anisotropic features with a mesh, while using a meshless

method elsewhere in the domain. This hybrid scheme is the main focus of Chapter

5. Here, the viscous discretization is formulated for use in the hybrid scheme.

A naive discretization of the right hand side of Equation 3.1 would be

M∞

Re∞

(

∂fv

∂x
+

∂gv

∂y

)

=
M∞

Re∞

n
∑

j=1

(Fvij − Fvi), (3.15)

where again F = af + bg is a directed flux along the least squares coefficient vector,

and Fvi = Fv(wi). Here, Fvij = 1
2
(Fvi + Fvj) is a midpoint flux. However, such a

discretization would involve a recycling of first derivatives at each node, potentially

leading to odd/even node decoupling.

A stable and accurate discretization is obtained by carefully defining the midpoint

viscous flux, Fvij . The midpoint viscous flux is computed with a mix of arithmetic

and modified averages. When non-derivative quantities appear in the flux definition,

arithmetic averages of the values at i and j are used. When derivative quantities are

needed, a modified average is used, following the scheme of May and Jameson [82].

The modified gradient is thus defined as

∇φij = ∇φij −
(

∇φij · ~sij −
φj − φi

|~rj − ~ri|

)

~sij, (3.16)

where ∇φij = 1
2
(∇φi +∇φj) is the average of the gradients at i and j using the base

least squares method, and ~sij =
~rj−~ri

|~rj−~ri|
is the unit vector in the direction of the edge.
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Here, φ represents velocity and temperature. For example, the shear stress term, τxy,

would be computed as

τxy,ij =
1

2
(µi + µj)(uy,ij + vx,ij),

where the derivatives of velocity are computed as shown in Equation 3.16. This

discretization scheme has proven robust and accurate when applied to the hybrid

scheme to be discussed in Chapter 5.

3.7 Integration to Steady State

Integration to steady state may be accomplished with the modified Runge-Kutta

approach of Jameson [74]. Since steady state is the primary objective, the time

marching scheme may be optimized for stability and large time steps with no regard to

consistency. In this approach, a distinction is made between diffusive and convective

contributions to the total residual at each node.

The semi-discretized form of the Navier-Stokes equations may be expressed as

∂wi

∂t
+ Ri = 0, (3.17)

where the total residual is defined as

Ri =
1

Vi

(Qi − Di), (3.18)

with meshless volume, Vi. Here the convective portion of the residual,

Qi =

n
∑

j=1

1

2
(Fej − Fei), (3.19)

is just the collection of Euler flux differences across edges. The diffusive portion of

the residual,

Di =
1

2

n
∑

j=1

dij +
M∞

Re∞

n
∑

j=1

(Fvij − Fvi), (3.20)
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is the collection of artificial and viscous fluxes.

An m-stage scheme may be expressed as

w(n+1,0) = wn

...

w(n+1,k) = wn − αk∆t
(

Q(k−1) + D(k−1)
)

...

w(n+1) = w(n+1,m),

where

Q(0) = Q(wn), D(0) = D(wn)
...

Q(k) = Q(w(n+1,k)), D(k) = βkD(w(n+1,k)) + (1 − βk)D
(k−1).

The following five-stage scheme has been used with much success [63]:

α1 =
1

4
β1 = 1

α2 =
1

6
β2 = 0

α3 =
3

8
β3 = 0.56

α4 =
1

2
β4 = 0

α5 = 1 β5 = 0.44

3.7.1 Local Time Stepping

Since steady state is the primary objective, local time stepping may be employed

to accelerate convergence. A local time step estimate can be derived based on the

spectral radius of the inviscid and viscous flux Jacobians. The spectral radius of

the inviscid flux Jacobian for the meshless volume scheme at a node i, λI , may be
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approximated as

λI ≈
n

∑

j=1

(

|aijui + bijvi| +
√

a2
ij + b2

ijci

)

, (3.21)

where u,v, and c are the local velocities and speed of sound. Adapting the derivation

of Mavriplis for unstructured meshes [64] to the meshless scheme, the spectral radius

of the viscous flux jacobian, λV , may be approximated as

λV ≈ γ
3

2 M∞

Re∞Pr

n
∑

j=1

µij

ρij

(

a2
ij + b2

ij

)

, (3.22)

where Pr is the Prandtl number and µij and ρij are the average viscosity and density

across the edge connecting nodes i and j. The local time step estimate for the meshless

scheme is then

dti = CFL
Vi

λI + λV

(3.23)

where Vi is the meshless volume. Using the above time step estimates, CFL = 3 was

obtained in practice.

3.7.2 Implicit Residual Smoothing and Enthalpy damping

Along with local time stepping, implicit residual smoothing [83] may be used to

accelerate convergence. Implicit residual smoothing was implemented in a manner

similar to that of edge-based unstructured grid algorithms:

R̄i = Ri + ǫ∇2R̄i (3.24)

The solution of Equation 3.24 is costly to obtain in general, but two Jacobi iterations

were sufficient to increase the CFL by a factor of two. The use of implicit residual

smoothing is a good example of the advantage of using an edge based data structure.

The implementation of the smoothing procedure is greatly facilitated by using edges.

Finally, enthalpy damping [74] may be used to further accelerate convergence. The

enthalpy damping procedure tends to drive the solution to the constant enthalpy

solution. It should be noted that enthalpy damping should only be used with schemes
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which admit constant stagnation enthalpy, such as the enthalpy variation of the CUSP

scheme for inviscid flow. The procedure should be turned off for viscous simulations.

3.8 Inviscid Results

Along with the meshless volume scheme described above, denoted “MV” in the follow-

ing figures, three other meshless schemes were implemented for comparison. The first

of these schemes, denoted “TLS”, uses the Taylor least squares procedure, but with

unconstrained weights. The second scheme for comparison, denoted “PLS” makes use

of the polynomial least squares procedure with unconstrained weights, as described

in Chapter 2. The third scheme for comparison, denoted “RBF” is based on the mul-

tiquadric radial basis method, also described in Chapter 2. The unified framework

for meshless derivative procedures as indicated by Equation 2.1 allows for a simple

comparison of these schemes.

The four meshless schemes–meshless volume, Taylor least squares, polynomial

least squares, and radial basis funtion–were compared with an inviscid structured

finite volume code based on the CUSP algorithm of Jameson [71, 76], denoted “FV” in

the following tables. The finite volume code uses a conservative approach of numerical

fluxes, taking on the form,

Vij

dwij

dt
+ hi+ 1

2
,j − hi− 1

2
,j + hi,j+ 1

2

− hi,j− 1

2

= 0, (3.25)

where

hi+ 1

2
,j =

1

2
(fi,j + fi+1,j) −

1

2
(di+ 1

2
,j) (3.26)

is the numerical flux. The numerical flux, h, is based on the average of the directed

Euler fluxes, f , augmented with a diffusive flux, d, which is based on the CUSP

formulation. Similar procedures were used for the finite volume algorithm to reach

steady state, including explicit Runge-Kutta local time stepping, implicit residual

smoothing, enthalpy damping, and multigrid. Similar point densities for both the

finite volume and meshless schemes were used, with 160 points on the surface of

airfoils, and roughly 6400 nodes in the interior of the domain.
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Table 3.1: Drag convergence for inviscid test cases

NACA 0012 KORN Airfoil RAE 2822
M = 0.5, α = 3o M = 0.75, α = 0o M = 0.5, α = 3o

Surface points Total points Cd Total points Cd Total points Cd

40 526 0.0082 474 0.0036 457 0.0104
80 1591 0.0009 1919 0.0013 1580 0.0018
160 5443 0.0001 7810 0.0000 5733 0.0003

In order to assess the order of accuracy of the meshless volume scheme, a drag

convergence study was performed on three cases, as shown in Table 3.1. In all three

cases, the correct Euler solution should give zero drag. As the point distributions are

refined, the order of accuracy appears to be between second and third order. This

is higher than expected, but can be explained by the fact that the diffusion is third

order. It is likely the diffusion is creating most of the error in the drag. In the case

of the KORN airfoil, the drag convergence is slightly worse. This may be explained

by the fact that the coarse point distributions may inaccurately place a weak shock

on the upper surface. Since at a shock the diffusion is only first order, the drag

convergence will degrade.

Figures 3.4-3.5 show meshless pressure curves (dots) overplotted with the finite

volume results (lines) for subsonic flow with no shocks. All methods perform essen-

tially equally well, computing lift and drag closely to the finite volume results, as

shown in Tables 3.3-3.4. Figure 3.4 is a NACA 0012 no lift and no drag case, which is

computed quite accurately by all methods. Figure 3.5 is a lifting subsonic case, but

should give zero drag. Again, all methods perform quite well. Additionally, Figure

3.9 is the KORN airfoil, which is designed to be shock free at M = 0.75, and α = 0o.

The least squares methods give a shock free upper surface, while the radial basis

method produces a very weak shock. Still all meshless methods performed well for

shock free solutions.

While shock free solutions are computed very well by all methods, discrepancies

arise in the presence of shock waves, as shown in Figures 3.6-3.8 and Tables 3.5-3.7.
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The meshless volume and other least squares methods appear to give the correct

shock locations and jumps. However, significant errors in both shock location and

magnitude are present with the radial basis method. Instead of errors of less than

3% in lift and drag coefficients as with the least squares methods, the RBF method

produces errors in the 10-15% range. A close examination of the pressure curves

reveals these errors. A variety of shape parameters in Equation 2.22 were tested to

try and improve the accuracy of the shock capturing but with little success.

It is possible that the incorrect shock capturing may be due to the non-conservative

nature of the radial basis scheme. To investigate this, a study was performed to assess

the ability of the scheme to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot shock jump conditions:

(ρu)L = (ρu)R,

(P + ρu2)L = (P + ρu2)R,

HtL = HtR

Here the left (L) and right (R) states must satisfy these conditions on either side

of the shock. The error in each of these conditions for the structured finite volume

method of Equation 3.25, the meshless volume scheme, and the radial basis method

was examined. The results for a transonic case are shown in Table 3.2

Table 3.2: Error in Rankine-Hugoniot condtions, NACA 0012, M = 0.8, α = 1.25o.

|(ρu)L − (ρu)R| |(P + ρu2)L − (P + ρu2)R| |HtL − HtR|
FV 0.0023 0.0035 0.0000
MV 0.0026 0.0036 0.0000
RBF 0.0015 0.0047 0.0000

As the table shows, there is no clear evidence that the radial basis method is

actually miscapturing shocks. The error in the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions is on the

same order for all methods. Tests with other transonic cases showed similar results.

Therefore, it is more likely that some other source other than non-conservation is the
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cause of the misplaced shocks. After all, the meshless volume scheme is also non-

conservative, but consistently captures shocks correctly. Possible explanations may

include a failure to adequately satisfy the Kutta condition or boundary conditions.

Further tests are needed to determine the cause of the poor accuracy for transonic

flow using the radial basis method.

An important observation gleaned from Figures 3.4-3.9 is that the meshless volume

scheme obtains results which are just as accurate as the polynomial scheme. The

weight constraining procedure appears to have retained the accuracy while enabling

a much more efficient algorithm.

As the meshless volume scheme is of primary interest here, a more detailed flow

solution is presented for each of the cases tested. Figures 3.10-3.15 show the surface

pressure, pressure contours, mach contours, and the meshless point distribution for

each of these cases. In the case of the Korn airfoil, the upper surface is virtually shock

free, indicating a high level of accuracy. In the transonic cases, the shock location and

magnitude coincide well with the finite volume results. The point distributions were

obtained from an unstructured mesh in order to validate the results and compare

them with existing solution methods. While the use of a mesh to obtain local clouds

of points seems to defeat the purpose of using a meshless method, it has proven quite

useful as a validation procedure. While the task of point generation remains an open

problem, the focus here was on obtaining the most efficient and accurate meshless

scheme possible. In this context, Chapter 3 may be considered a validation work for

subsequent studies. In later chapters, the meshless methods described here will be

applied in scenarios where a mesh is not used as the primary means of distributing

points., such as in the cases of multicloud and the meshless interface for overset grids.

In conclusion, the meshless volume method here produces results comparable to

the most accurate and efficient grid-based solvers for inviscid flow in two-dimensions.

The accuracy is obtained with high order reconstruction of diffusion terms in an

edge-based framework. The efficiency of the scheme is obtained with convergence ac-

celeration schemes borrowed from mesh-based schemes, such as local time stepping,

implicit residual smoothing, and enthalpy damping. The results presented here en-

courage increased use of the meshless volume scheme for practical flow computation.
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Figure 3.4: Surface pressure coefficient NACA 0012, M = 0.5, α = 0.0o.

Table 3.3: Lift and drag coefficients, NACA 0012, M = 0.5, α = 0.0o.

cl % difference cd % difference
FV 0.0000 - 0.0000 -
MV 0.0001 - 0.0001 -
TLS 0.0001 - 0.0001 -
PLS 0.0000 - 0.0001 -
RBF 0.0001 - 0.0004 -
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Figure 3.5: Surface pressure coefficient NACA 0012, M = 0.5, α = 3.0o.

Table 3.4: Lift and drag coefficients, NACA 0012, M = 0.5, α = 3.0o.

cl % difference cd % difference
FV 0.4313 - 0.0000 -
MV 0.4321 0.2 0.0001 -
TLS 0.4312 0.0 0.0007 -
PLS 0.4326 0.3 0.0005 -
RBF 0.4340 0.6 0.0002 -
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Figure 3.6: Surface pressure coefficient NACA 0012, M = 0.8, α = 1.25o.

Table 3.5: Lift and drag coefficients, NACA 0012, M = 0.8, α = 1.25o.

cl % difference cd % difference
FV 0.3737 - 0.0237 -
MV 0.3713 0.6 0.0229 3.4
TLS 0.3616 3.2 0.0231 2.5
PLS 0.3684 1.4 0.0242 2.1
RBF 0.3986 6.7 0.0269 13.5
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Figure 3.7: Surface pressure coefficient NACA 0012, M = 0.85, α = 1.0o.

Table 3.6: Lift and drag coefficients, NACA 0012, M = 0.85, α = 1.0o.

cl % difference cd % difference
FV 0.3891 - 0.0582 -
MV 0.3923 0.8 0.0572 1.7
TLS 0.3830 1.6 0.0565 2.9
PLS 0.3883 0.2 0.0593 1.9
RBF 0.3343 14.1 0.0570 2.1
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Figure 3.8: Surface pressure coefficient RAE 2822, M = 0.75, α = 3.0o.

Table 3.7: Lift and drag coefficients, RAE 2822, M = 0.75, α = 3.0o.

cl % difference cd % difference
FV 1.1481 - 0.0486 -
MV 1.1338 1.2 0.0474 2.5
TLS 1.1319 1.4 0.0481 1.0
PLS 1.1347 1.2 0.0491 1.0
RBF 1.1744 2.3 0.0545 12.1
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Figure 3.9: Surface pressure coefficient KORN airfoil, M = 0.75, α = 0.0o.

Table 3.8: Lift and drag coefficients, KORN airfoil, M = 0.75, α = 0.0o.

cl % difference cd % difference
FV 0.6308 - 0.0000 -
MV 0.6353 0.9 0.0000 -
TLS 0.6178 2.1 0.0009 -
PLS 0.6164 2.3 0.0011 -
RBF 0.6200 1.7 0.0010 -
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Figure 3.10: Flow over NACA 0012, M = 0.50, α = 0.0o, Meshless volume scheme.
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Figure 3.11: Flow over NACA 0012, M = 0.50, α = 3.0o, Meshless volume scheme.
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Figure 3.12: Flow over NACA 0012, M = 0.80, α = 1.25o, Meshless volume scheme.
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Figure 3.13: Flow over NACA 0012, M = 0.85, α = 1.0o, Meshless volume scheme.
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Figure 3.14: Flow over RAE 2822, M = 0.75, α = 3.0o, Meshless volume scheme.
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Figure 3.15: Flow over Korn airfoil, M = 0.75, α = 0.0o, Meshless volume scheme.



Chapter 4

Multicloud

The increasing use of computational fluid dynamics for engineering design and anayl-

sis demands highly efficient solution methods. To address the need for efficiency,

multigrid algorithms have been developed over the past few decades to improve the

convergence rate of iterative solvers. The amount of research into multigrid algo-

rithms has increased dramatically in recent years, as reported by Wesseling [84].

Fedorenko [85] formulated first true “multigrid” algorithm for the standard five point

discretization of the Poisson equation on a square. He showed that multigrid is truly

an O(N) work algorithm. Brandt [86] formulated multigrid algorithms for linear

and non-linear PDEs of elliptic and mixed type. His approach was practical, with

applicability to aerodynamics problems. Ni [87] first applied multigrid to the Euler

equations, including transonic flow applications. Furthering the work of Ni, Jameson

[79, 88] combined multigrid with a multistage explicit scheme, which was designed to

efficiently damp high frequency modes.

While the aforementioned work was applied to structured grids, unstructured

multigrid algorithms were also formulated in pioneering works by Perez [89], Löhner

and Morgan [90], Mavriplis and Jameson [63], and Lallemand, Steve, and Dervieux

[91]. While not a problem with the structured algorithms, a major difficulty for

unstructured multigrid is efficiently obtaining coarse grids. As Venkatakrishnan and

Mavriplis [92] point out, there have been three approaches to generating coarse grids:

75
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(1) begin with a coarse grid, and uniformly refine the mesh [89, 93], (2) use non-

nested coarse grids which are independently generated [63], (3) or use agglomeration

techniques [92]. The first option allows little control over the fine mesh and may

not adequately resolve the geometry since the fine mesh relies entirely on a “starter”

coarse mesh. The second option places a burden on the user to generate coarse

meshes. This is not feasible when the user is handed a fine mesh only without access

to the underlying geometry. Because of its automation, agglomeration is the most

practical and widely used method of generating coarse grids. However, agglomeration

still has drawbacks. For example, the fine grid algorithm is often generalized to handle

arbitrary polyhedra, resulting in a loss of accuracy and efficiency. Also, algorithms

used to generate coarse volumes can become quite complex. Additionally, edge fusing

is needed to eliminate the multi-faceted nature of the coarse volumes. The procedure

is often ad-hoc, lacking robustness.

The multicloud algorithm described in this chapter provides a simple and efficient

means of obtaining coarse levels and operators for unstructured and mixed meshes.

Multicloud possess inherent advantages over agglomeration because it relies upon

a robust meshless discretization, which uses point clouds in place of a mesh. This

allows for greater flexibility in the definition of coarse levels. Like agglomeration, the

coarsening procedure developed in this work is fully automatic. However, multicloud

coarsening is much simpler to implement than agglomeration, relying on simple rules

to obtain coarse levels. Moreover, multicloud appears to work well for a variety of

fine level discretization schemes. This means that multicloud may be utilized with no

modifications to fine level schemes, allowing researchers freedom to develop accurate

numerical schemes completely independent of the convergence acceleration technique.

This modular aspect of multicloud represents a powerful shift in the way iterative

schemes may be developed.

The power of multicloud is derived from the robust radial basis method of Chapter

2. While a number of excellent meshless schemes have been proposed in the literature

[50, 52, 54, 47, 94, 53, 95, 55, 44, 51, 7, 6, 14, 96], their popularity has remained

relatively low. This is most likely for two reasons: (1) meshless schemes have not

been shown to relieve mesh generation difficulties since point cloud generation seems
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to be nearly as difficult, and (2) no meshless scheme has been shown to be discretely

conservative. As will be discussed, multicloud circumvents these two difficulties.

First, point clouds for the meshless scheme are used only on coarse levels, which

are derived entirely from the fine level connectivity. Therefore, no special point

generation procedures are needed. Second, formal conservation on the coarse levels

is irrelevant, since the meshless operator is only used to accelerate convergence. The

fine level scheme drives the coarse level scheme, making the fine level solution entirely

independent of the coarse level algorithm.

The chapter begins by describing an automatic coarsening procedure to obtain

point clouds. Following the coarsening procedure, methods of prolongation and re-

striction on clouds of points are developed. Finally, two dimensional results of the

Euler equations are presented and major conclusions regarding multicloud are drawn.

While the results of this work are limited to two dimensions, the power of the algo-

rithm will be fully realized in three dimensions. However, the two dimensional work

represented here has served as an invaluable proof of concept.

4.1 Multigrid Principles

One of the most popular multigrid algorithms for non-linear problems is the Full

Approximation Storage (FAS) algorithm of Brandt [86]. In the FAS algorithm, the

solution variables are first restricted from a fine cloud level, k − 1, to a coarse cloud

level, k, with a solution coarsening operator, Tk,k−1:

w
(0)
k = Tk,k−1wk−1. (4.1)

Likewise, the residuals are restricted to a coarse cloud level with a residual coarsening

operator Qk,k−1. A forcing function, Pk, is computed such that

Pk = Qk,k−1Rk−1(wk−1) − Rk(w
(0)
k ). (4.2)

The forcing function, Pk, represents the difference between the aggregated fine cloud

residuals, and the residuals computed with the coarse cloud solution. Subsequently,
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Rk(wk) is replaced by Rk(wk)+Pk at each stage of the iterative time stepping scheme.

In this manner, the coarse level iterations are driven by the fine level residuals. At

convergence on the fine mesh, the coarse levels do nothing to alter the converged

solution.

An iteration on a coarse level results in a corrected solution, w+
k . Coarse level

corrections, based on the difference between the corrected solution and the original

solution transfered from the fine level, are then interpolated back to the fine grid with

a prolongation operator, Ik−1,k,

w+
k−1 = wk−1 + Ik−1,k(w

+
k − w

(0)
k ). (4.3)

The above procedure is often invoked recursively on a series of increasingly coarser

meshes with the effect of quickly damping high frequency errors on the fine mesh.

4.2 Coarse Level Algorithm

An important property of the FAS algorithm as described above is that the solution

on the fine level is independent of the coarse level discretization scheme. Coarse

levels are only used to accelerate convergence and have no influence on the spatial

discretization of the fine level. This fact may be used to generate a coarse level scheme

based on a meshless method. Here, the radial basis method of Chapter 2 was used

on the coarse level since robustness was the primary consideration, not accuracy.

A stable meshless scheme for the coarse levels may be obtained by invoking the

Local Extremum Diminishing (LED) principle of [71] as has already been shown in

Chapter 3. The coarse level algorithm follows closely the meshless volume algorithm

of Chapter 3, but with the radial basis metrics and first order scalar diffusion. First

order scalar diffusion is sufficient since accuracy is of little concern on coarse levels.

A diffusive term, dij , may be added to each node of a local cloud of the form

dij = |λmax|(wj − wi), (4.4)
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with λmax = |aiju + bijv| + c
√

a2
ij + b2

ij , where u,v, and c are the Cartesian velocity

components and speed of sound, respectively.

Boundary conditions may be enforced by reflecting interior nodes across normal

lines of boundaries and injecting the resulting ghost nodes with solutions consistent

with the physics of the problem [50]. For the Euler equations, slip conditions are

enforced at solid surfaces, while one dimensional Riemann invariants are used to

solve for the conditions at the far field.

The result of the aforementioned spatial discretization is a coupled system of

ordinary differential equations of the form

∂wi

∂t
+ Ri = 0, Ri = Qi − Di. (4.5)

Here, the convective (Q) and diffusive (D) portions of the residual (R) may be inte-

grated separately using the modified Runge-Kutta scheme of [11] to effectively damp

high frequency error. In addition, local time stepping, enthalpy damping, and implicit

residual smoothing may be used to further accelerate convergence.

4.3 Multicloud Coarsening Procedure

The multigrid algorithm described in the previous section is designed to damp high

frequency errors present in a discretized system of equations on a mesh. In this work,

no assumption is made on the mesh topology of or the specific spatial discretization of

the fine level. Instead, a general procedure for obtaining coarse levels of point clouds

automatically from any mesh is developed. Generality is achieved by noting that any

mesh in any number of spatial dimensions may be expressed as an edge-vertex list.

Actually, meshless point clouds may also be expressed implicity using edges if the

two verticies forming an edge belong to the local clouds of one another [68]. This fact

enables a two-step recursive coarsening procedure which is simple and robust.
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(a) Subset of fine level points. (b) Local cloud definition for coarse level.

Figure 4.1: Point coarsening procedure.

4.3.1 Obtaining a Coarse Subset of Points

The first step of the coarsening procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.1(a). Each fine

level point is first initialized as “valid.” The list of fine level points is then traversed.

If a fine level point is not blanked, the nearest neighbors in its local cloud are blanked.

The next point is then tested, until all the points have been traversed and labeled

“valid” or “blanked.” The set of valid points is not independent of the order in which

the points are traversed. In order to preserve the domain boundaries as much as

possible, the boundary nodes are traversed first, followed by the interior nodes. For

two dimensional boundaries, this results in the selection of every other fine level node

for the coarse level boundary definition. The result of this simple procedure is a

subset of the fine level nodes, illustrated as the filled nodes in Figure 4.1(a), whose

nearest neighbors are all blanked. This subset of nodes forms the next coarse level.

4.3.2 Forming Local Clouds on Coarse Levels

The second step in the coarsening procedure, illustrated in Figure 4.1(b), is to group

the coarse level points into local clouds upon which to apply the radial basis method.

While most local cloud definition procedures have focused on nearest neighbor search
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methods, such methods can incur significant overhead for complex problems. A simple

and much cheaper approach based on edges is taken here. An edge in the meshless

sense is simply a connection between two nodes which contain eachother in their

local clouds. A global list of edges completely defines local cloud definitions. For

each blanked point on the fine level, the valid nearest neighbors in its local cloud

are connected to form an edge for the coarse level. It is possible that the blanking

procedure performed in the first step could result in a single valid point in the local

cloud of a blanked point on the fine level. In this case, the status of the blanked point

is changed to “valid,” and an edge between this new valid point and the single valid

nearest neighbor is added to the coarse level. The above procedure is much simpler

and faster than agglomeration techniques and is entirely mesh transparent. For cases

tested so far the procedure has shown to be robust, producing good quality point

distributions up to five levels deep.

4.4 Multicloud Transfer Operators

Of course, suitable coarse levels upon which to apply the meshless method are only

part of the multicloud framework. Additionally, prolongation and restriction oper-

ators between successive levels must be defined. In the context of multicloud, the

finest level, which is actually a mesh, is considered a collection of point clouds and

treated exactly the same as the coarse levels. This establishes a common method

of transfer for all levels. The only difference present on the fine mesh is in the case

of a cell-centered scheme, in which nodal values of the solution and residuals should

first be obtained via conservative volume weighting procedures.The three operators,

needed for the FAS algorithm, T , Q, and I, will now be described. The operations

are illustrated in Figure 4.2 in detail.

4.4.1 Restriction in Multicloud

First, the solution coarsening operator, T , is simply an injection of the fine level

solution to coarse level points since all coarse level points are coincident with fine
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.2: Illustration of multicloud transfer operators. Circles highlight the transfer
operation described.

level points. This is a consequence of the fact that coarse level points are subsets of

fine level points. The injection process is shown in Figure 4.2(a).

The residual restriction operator involves coincident and non-coincident points.

It can be seen from Figure 4.1 that all fine level points are either coincident with

a coarse level point, or have at least two coarse level points as nearest neighbors in

their local clouds. For fine level points, i, coincident with or neighboring a coarse

level point, j, inverse distance weight coefficients may be defined:

ci =

{

|ri − rj|−1 for i 6= j (not coincident)

1 for i = j (coincident).
(4.6)

Both the residual transfer operator and the correction prolongation operator rely

on the distance weights of Equation 4.6. The residual transfer operator involves

distributing the residual at each fine level point to the valid coarse level points in

its local cloud with a weighting, as shown in Figure 4.2(b). The aggregated coarse

level residual at node j, denoted (QR)j , may be obtained from the coincident and

surrounding fine level residuals, Rj and Ri, from

(QR)j = αjRj +
∑

i

βiRi, (4.7)
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where αj = (dsfj/dscj)
2 is the ratio of the average edge lengths of fine and coarse

clouds at the coincident node, j, and

βi =

(

1 − αj
∑

i ci

)

ci (4.8)

is a normalized inverse distance weight. The residual at the coincident node is scaled

with the ratio of the average edge lengths to obtain the correct amount of residual on

the coarse level. This is similar to nodal restriction for a Cartesian mesh, shown in

Figure 4.4.1. The weight on the coincident node is 1/4, which would be the value of αj

for a Cartesian mesh. Also, from Figure 4.4.1, it can be seen that the corner nodes,

which are further away from the side nodes, carry less weight, contributing 1/16

instead of 1/8 of their residuals. The inverse distance weights of Eq.(4.6) attempt to

mimic this behavior. Additionally all the weights influencing a coarse level node in the

figure sum to one. This same property can be verified by noting that αj +
∑

i βi = 1

for the meshless transfer coefficients.

4.4.2 Prolongation in Multicloud

The prolongation operator is similar to the residual restriction operator, with the

exception that the direction of transfer is coarse to fine instead of fine to coarse, as

shown in Figure 4.2(c). A corrected fine cloud solution at fine level node i is computed

with a weighted sum over the coarse level points, j, in its local cloud by

w+
i = wi +

∑

j cj(w
+
j − w

(0)
j )

∑

j cj

. (4.9)

If the fine level point, i, is coincident with a coarse level point, the corrections are a

simple injection since c = 1 for coincident points. Otherwise, corrections are weighted

based on distance.

It can bee see that all coefficients are based on weights which may be computed in

a preprocess step and stored in a linked list for use in transfer subroutines. It should

be noted that no search algorithms are used in either the coarsening procedure or any
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Figure 4.3: Node centered residual restriction weights for a Cartesian mesh.

of the multicloud transfer operators. This makes the multicloud procedure extremely

fast to set up for an arbitrary mesh.

4.5 Results with Multicloud

To highlight the capabilities of multicloud, two dimensional Euler computations for

airfoils are given. First, the results of the automatic coarsening procedure for a

NACA 0012 airfoil containing 5903 nodes is shown in Figure 4.4. The fine level is an

unstructured mesh obtained from the delaundo package [97]. The coarsened global

point distributions are shown in the right column, while the edge connectivity, which
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defines local clouds is shown in the left column. Levels 2-4 are not meshes, but

collections of edges. A close inspection of the coarse level edges, shows edges crossing

and other features unacceptable for a mesh. This, however, presents no problem

for the meshless method, which easily accomodates this more general definition of

connectivity. It should be noted that the number of nodes coarsens by roughly a

factor of three between successive levels for this case. This is significantly lower than

the ideal coarsening factor of four obtained from structured coarsening. While not

ideal, the efficient damping of the meshless operator seems to compensate for the non-

ideal coarsening, resulting in excellent convergence rates, as will be shown. However,

it would be desirable to more closely obtain the ideal coarsening to save on memory.

Future research will focus on obtaining more ideal coarsening rates.

Multicloud was used to acclerate three fine level discretization schemes, illustrated

in Figures 4.5(a)-4.5(c). While the spatial discretization varied among these three

schemes, the method of achieving steady state was held constant to test the multicloud

convergence properties. In all cases, the modified Runge-Kutta scheme of Jameson

[11] was used in conjunction with multicloud. The first scheme tested was the meshless

volume (MV) scheme of Chapter 2, as shown in Figure 4.5(a).

The second fine level scheme which used multicloud was a nodal finite volume

(NFV) scheme, illustrated in Figure 4.5(b). The NFV scheme was implemented

similar to the unstructured scheme of Jameson [71], in which nodal volumes are

taken to be the union of triangles sharing a common node. For a node 0 surrounded

by neiboring nodes k, as defined by the triangulation, the semi-discrete form may be

expressed as

V0
dw0

dt
+

∑

k

(Fk,k−1 − dk0) = 0, (4.10)

where the directed flux, Fk,k−1, is defined as

Fk,k−1 =
1

2
(gk + gk−1)(xk − xk−1) −

1

2
(fk + fk−1)(yk − yk−1).

The diffusive flux, dk0, is also based on the CUSP scheme and is proportional to the

metrics 1
2
(xk+1 − xk−1) and 1

2
(yk+1 − yk−1), as shown in Figure 4.5(b).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 4.4: Results of coarsening procedure for NACA 0012, showing three coarsened
cloud levels and corresponding edge connectivity. Number of nodes: level 1–5903,
level 2–1941, level 3–728, level 4–282.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of multicloud test schemes.

The third fine level scheme tested with multicloud was a cell finite volume (CFV)

scheme, as shown in Figure 4.5(c). In the CFV scheme, the flow variables are stored at

the cell centers, and the semi-discrete form of the Euler equations at cell 0 surrounded

by neighboring cells k, may be expressed simply as

V0
dw0

dt
+

∑

k

F0k = 0, (4.11)

where the directed flux,

F0k =
1

2
(F0 + Fk) −

1

2
d0k,
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Table 4.1: Comparison of convergence rate per unit work for the unstructured NFV
scheme with multicloud versus the FV scheme with nested multigrid.

Multicloud (NFV) Multigrid (FV)
Case tested single grid 4-levels single grid 4-levels
NACA 0012, M = 0.5, α = 3.0o 0.981 0.872 0.982 0.880
NACA 0012, M = 0.85, α = 1.0o 0.989 0.916 0.990 0.926
KORN, M = 0.75, α = 0.0o 0.985 0.945 0.987 0.940

is the average of the fluxes sharing a common edge augmented with an artificial diffu-

sion term, which is again based on the CUSP scheme. Reconstruction of left and right

states is performed by first transfering the solution to the nodes with a conservative

weighting procedure. Subsequently, estimates of the change in the solution on either

side of a given edge may be obtained from the nodal values opposite the edge.

A structured finite volume (FV) scheme using structured multigrid, shown in Fig-

ure 4.5(d), was used as a baseline for comparison. The FV scheme was implemented

using the conservative numerical flux approach of [71, 76], as described in Equation

3.25.

The dramatic effect of multicloud accleration using four levels for the NFV scheme

may be seen in Figures 4.6-4.8. Each figure shows surface pressure, residual history,

and convergence of both lift and drag. For all cases tested, multicloud reduced the

amount of time to attain steady state lift and drag within 1% by a factor of around

20. The performance of multicloud for these three cases was compared with the FV

structured multigrid algorithm. The results of this comparison are shown in Table 4.1.

As the table indicates, convergence rates per unit work with four levels of multicloud

are comparable to those obtained with the FV scheme. This is particularly promising,

since the FV scheme is structured and often gives “textbook” multigrid acceleration.

It should be emphasized that since convergence rates are expressed per unit work, the

effect of the non-ideal coarsening of Figure 4.4 has been factored into the comparison,

showing no adverse effects.

Finally, Table 4.2 highlights the fact that multicloud works well for a variety

of fine level schemes. A variety of schemes were tested using both multicloud and
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Table 4.2: Comparison of convergence rate per unit work for various fine level schemes
for the NACA 0012, M = 0.8, α = 1.25o.

fine level scheme convergence accelerator single grid 4-levels overhead
MV multicloud 0.983 0.921 79%
NFV multicloud 0.986 0.922 71%
CFV multicloud 0.990 0.955 63%
FV nested multigrid 0.988 0.932 50%
CFV non-nested multigrid 0.992 0.959 38%

multigrid for the NACA 0012 at M = 0.8 and α = 1.25o. The three schemes used

with multicloud included the MV scheme, the NFV scheme, and the CFV scheme.

Multicloud was effective at accelerating convergence with all schemes. Wile the cell-

centered scheme was significantly slower than the meshless or nodal schemes, this is

more likely a property of the scheme itself rather than multicloud, since the CFV

scheme with non-nested multigrid showed similar behavior. Once again, convergence

acceleration was as dramatic for multicloud as for the “textbook” nested multigrid

observed with the FV scheme. The overhead of the convergence accelerator was

also measured. The overhead was defined as the CPU time to perform all coarse

level iterations and transfers, expressed as a percent of the fine level CPU time per

iteration. The overhead of using four levels of multigrid or multicloud associated

for each scheme is also shown in Table 4.2. The higher overhead associated with

multicloud is largely a reflection of the non-ideal coarsening, not the inefficiency of

the meshless method. However, convergence rates per unit work are still excellent for

this case in spite of the non-ideal coarsening. The most notable feature of multicloud

is its transparent ability to accelerate convergence for a variety of fine level schemes.

In conclusion, multicloud represents a powerful convergence accelerator for itera-

tive schemes, which appears to work equally well for a variety of fine level algorithms.

The scheme transparency of multicloud will allow researchers to develop accurate

schemes independent of any convergence accelerator, since multicloud is a versatile,

modular algorithm. Since no assumptions are made regarding the topology of the

fine level mesh, multicloud can be implemented on arbitrary mesh types in a mesh
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transparent manner. While coarsening procedures used in multicloud result in non-

ideal coarsening ratios, this does not appear to degrade convergence when compared

per unit work with established methods. The non-ideal coarsening appears to be a

valid trade-off for the simplicity and automation offered from multicloud compared

with agglomeration. The two dimensional results presented here indicate the vast

potential of multicloud to accelerate complex three-dimensional cases in the future.
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(a) Surface pressure coefficient. (b) RMS density residual history.

(c) Convergence of lift. (d) Convergence of drag.

Figure 4.6: Convergence of NFV scheme with multicloud for NACA 0012, M = 0.5,
α = 3.0o.
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(a) Surface pressure coefficient. (b) RMS density residual history.

(c) Convergence of lift. (d) Convergence of drag.

Figure 4.7: Convergence of NFV scheme with multicloud for NACA 0012, M = 0.85,
α = 1.0o.
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(a) Surface pressure coefficient. (b) RMS density residual history.

(c) Convergence of lift. (d) Convergence of drag.

Figure 4.8: Convergence of NFV scheme with multicloud for KORN airfoil, M = 0.75,
α = 0.0o.



Chapter 5

A Meshless Interface for Overset

Grids

Besides multicloud convergence acceleration, another practical application of meshless

methods involves interfacing grids in overset schemes. Overset schemes have been

widely used to simulate flow around complex geometry with complex physical models.

Overset schemes consist of simple overlapping grids which cover the domain in a

patched fashion. The most daunting challenge with the overset approach is how

to efficiently and accurately establish inter-grid communication between the various

grid components. According to Meakin et. al [98], the state of the art as of 2007, is

domain connectivity software that costs roughly 10-20% of a flow solver iteration for

simulations accomodating relative motion. Moreover, domain connectivity software

is quite complex, making it error prone and suffering robustness issues.

This chapter elaborates on a simple and efficient framework for using a mesh-

less method along intergrid boundaries to accomplish domain connectivity for overset

approaches. The flexibility of the meshless method allows for solution updates in

the nebulous region between conventional grids, integrating the problem physics into

grid interfaces. The search routines used to form local clouds of points in the inter-

face region are simpler and cheaper than conventional donor/recipient identification.

Moreover, the meshless interface approach is completely modular requiring no mod-

ification of neighboring grid schemes. The chapter begins by outlining the overset

94
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grid approach. Next, the meshless interface method is set forth, followed by a brief

discussion of off-body and near-body solution schemes used to obtain the results in

this chapter. Next, a method of using the computer language, Python, to implement

the multi-solver code is discussed. Finally, the advantages of the meshless approach

are highlighted, followed by two dimensional viscous results.

5.1 The Overset Grid Approach

The overset approach was first developed by Benek, Steger, and Dougherty [99, 100]

as a method of accomodating complex geometry consisting of multiple bodies. They

referred to their scheme as “Chimera” after the mythological Greek character com-

posed of many different animal features. The motivation behind the Chimera schemes

was that relatively simple grid topologies could be used around individual geometric

features and then combined to create a global simulation. The result is a system

of patched grids, which together cover the problem domain, as illustrated in Figure

5.1. The method was extended to three dimensions for the solution of the unsteady

Navier-Stokes equations by many researchers, including Meakin [101]. Relative mo-

tion between various bodies was handled smoothly since grid components were allowed

to slide past one another. Overset schemes have seen widespread use with popular

codes such as Overflow, which has seen continual enhancements over the years [102].

The major difficulty in assembling a practical overset scheme is the efficient and

accurate implementation of domain connectivity. Domain connectivity provides each

individual grid in the domain with information about the surrounding flow, coupling

the grid system. Conventionally, domain connectivity has been accomplished by linear

interpolation along inter-grid boundaries, as originially proposed by Benek, Steger,

and Dougherty [99, 100]. Efficient algorithms have been developed to identify donor

and recipient nodes for use in interpolation [103]. Many researchers have pointed

out that formal conservation is lost in the global sense when interpolation is used.

However, Meakin [104] showed that with proper grid resolution, spatial and temporal

accuracy may be maintained for unsteady problems. Alternatives to interpolation

include triangulation of the interface region to maintain conservation, and hybrid grid
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Figure 5.1: Overlapping grids in the overset approach.
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systems which blend regions of different grid topologies [82, 105, 106] with arbitrary

polyhedra.

5.2 Meshless Grid Interfaces

While interpolation has seen widespread use, the ideal domain connectivity algorithm

would be more efficient and more accurate. In this section, a novel approach to

domain connectivity is proposed using the meshless method described in Chapter

3. The meshless approach presents potential advantages in accuracy and efficiency

over interpolation [69]. First, since the meshless method uses the fluid equations

integrated in time just as other grid components, potential time lagging errors for

unsteady problems with implicit integration [104] using large time steps could be

alleviated to some degree. Accuracy may also be improved in the presence of solution

discontinuities and high gradients, since the meshless method, unlike interpolation,

obeys the proper characteristic propagation of information. In addition to accuracy,

the task of defining a meshless cloud, as discussed in this section, appears to be

less computationally demanding than donor cell identification, leading to gains in

algorithm efficiency. Though many of these claims require further investigation in a

variety of scenarios, preliminary results are encouraging.

5.2.1 Determining Meshless Clouds in the Interface Region

An efficient method for determining which points receive a meshless discretization

and the selection of point clouds will now be described. In short, all points in all grid

components of the overset system that do not have a complete stencil for their respec-

tive solution procedures are flagged as meshless. This means these points will receive

a meshless spatial discretization, while all other points receive a discretization from

their respective grid method. While overset grid simulations may contain multiple

aerodynamic bodies each containing multiple near-body grids, as well as an arbitrary

number of off body Cartesian blocks, the following procedure will be limited to a sin-

gle body possessing a single near-body grid embedded in a single off body Cartesian
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block. Future work will be generalized to handle more complex test cases. The steps

for determining the meshless points and clouds may be summarized as follows:

1. Determine near-body meshless points

2. Determine Cartesian meshless points

3. Determine near-body support points

4. Determine Cartesian support points

The above steps will now be described in detail and are illustrated in Fig.(5.2).

Determine near-body meshless points

First, near-body meshless points are identified. Near-body meshless points are points

within the near-body which do not have a complete finite volume stencil arising from

domain boundaries. For conventional second-order methods, the near-body meshless

points are the two outermost layers of the near-body grid system. Near-body meshless

points inherit the connectivity that is available from the near-body, as shown by the

edges in Figure 5.2(b). Once the near-body meshless points are identified, any number

of Cartesian hole-cutting algorithms may be employed to blank cartesian cells which

lie within the near-body domain. In this work, a ray-tracing based hole-cutting

algorithm has been used [103].

Determine Cartesian meshless points

Second, Cartesian meshless points are identified, and their connectivity to the near-

body meshless points is established. For each outermost near-body meshless point,

the four Cartesian points which contain it are identified. The (I, J) coordinates of

the lower left Cartesian point may be found from

I1 = FLOOR

(

(xn − xL)

dx

)

(5.1)

J1 = FLOOR

(

(yn − yL)

dy

)

. (5.2)
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(a) Overset region for NACA 0012.

(b) Step 1 (c) Step 2

(d) Step 3 (e) Step 4

Figure 5.2: Procedure for determining the meshless interface
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Figure 5.3: Connecting Cartesian points to near-body points.

Of the four Cartesian points containing the near-body point, those points that are

not blanked from the hole-cutting procedure are flagged as Cartesian meshless points,

and their connectivity to the near-body point which found them is established.

While the result of this procedure results in well-conditioned meshless clouds for

all near-body points, in general there will remain Cartesian points along the hole-cut

boundary which do not connect to any near-body point. These Cartesian points will

remain poorly conditioned unless they are connected to nearby near-body meshless

points. The procedure to establish these connections is detailed in Figure 5.3. First,

the blanked points within the vicinity of the hole-cut surface are flagged with their

nearest near-body meshless point. Next, connections are formed from the Cartesian

points with incomplete stencils to the flag of the blanked Cartesian point. This pro-

cedure is extremely fast, since proximity searches may be done from the perspective

of the near-body searching for Cartesian points in Cartesian index space, similar to

Equation 5.1.
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Determine near-body support points

The previous two steps involved the determination of near-body and Cartesian mesh-

less points. These points receive a meshless discretization in space. The next two

steps involve the determination of support points, which do not receive a meshless

discretization, but merely provide boundary condition layers for the meshless points.

The support points are owned by other grid components and receive the spatial dis-

cretization typical of their respective grids.

Near-body support points are determined by the requirement that each near-

body meshless node must have a well-defined least squares stencil. Additionally,

each of these nearest neighbors must have a well-defined least squares stencil. These

requirements would suggest picking points in the near-body grid corresponding to the

nodes in Figure 5.2(d). For structured near-body grids, determination of near-body

support points is trivial. Again, near-body support nodes inherit the connectivity of

the near-body grid.

Determine Cartesian support points

Similar to near-body support points, Cartesian support points do not receive a mesh-

less discretization, but provide an adequate boundary region for the Cartesian mesh-

less points. The selection of the Cartesian support points is trivial and is performed

by marching away from the Cartesian meshless nodes along coordinate directions,

until their meshless stencil requirements are met. The procedure results in adding

the nodes shown in Figure 5.2(e). Once again the connectivity for these nodes is

borrowed from the Cartesian mesh itself.

Once all meshless points, support points, and connecting edges have been iden-

tified, the condition number, κ, of the least squares matrix based on the Taylor

approach in Equation 2.17 at each node is computed to assess local cloud quality. In

practice, for κ < 4, stability and good convergence have been observed. The quality

of local clouds as reflected in the condition number appears to be strongly corre-

lated to the discrepancy in resolution of near-body and off-body grid components at

the interface region. As the off-body spacing becomes more than a factor of about
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five larger or smaller than the near-body grid, the condition of local clouds is greatly

compromised. Clearly, matching grid resolution in the interface is needed for stability

and accuracy for the meshless approach just as for interpolation. This is consistent

with the findings of Meakin [104] who found that accuracy for time accurate overset

problems is most strongly influenced by mesh resolution of grid components in the

overlap region.

From the above procedures it is clear that all algorithms required to obtain suitable

meshless clouds for use in the overset scheme are quite simple and fast. These simple

algorithms contrast with the complex and relatively expensive bin or octree search

techniques to find near-body donor cells for off-body Cartesian grids. Moreover, when

the meshless volume scheme of Chapter 3 is used, minimal memory is required, and

computational efficiency is attained.

5.3 Off-body and Near-body Solution Schemes

One advantage of the meshless interface over hybrid or triangulated interface regions

is modularity. Near-body and off-body solvers may be selected independently of

eachother and independently of the meshless scheme. The results in this work were

obtained using conventional finite volume algorithms in the near-body and off-body,

with the meshless scheme of Chapter 3 in the interface region. The finite volume

algorithms of the near-body and off-body followed the conservative numerical flux

procedure of Equation 3.25. However, viscous terms were added to the numerical

flux:

hi+ 1

2
,j =

1

2
(fi,j + fi+1,j) − fvi+ 1

2
,j −

1

2
(di+ 1

2
,j).

The construction of the viscous flux, fvi+ 1

2
,j, was performed similar to the algorithm

described in the thesis of Nadarajah [107]. Small changes were made to the off-

body to enhance efficiency for Cartesian topology. Multigrid was also used in both

the near-body and the off-body schemes, similar to Martinelli, Jameson, and Grasso

[108].
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5.4 Multi-solver Management with Python

It should be emphasized that for steady-state problems, the entire meshless connec-

tivity routines may be performed in a preprocess step and accessed throughout the

computation. The problem of grid communication is then reduced to the proper in-

jection of Dirichlet boundary conditions for each grid component in the domain at

each time step. Boundary conditions for each domain component are injected, the

solution is advanced in pseudo-time, and the computation proceeds until steady-state

is acheived. In this work, the iterative process is driven at the top level by a Python

script. The Python script calls the necessary solution procedures (near-body, off-

body, and meshless), which have been compiled as shared object files to give Python

access to data at run time. This approach requires minimal modification to existing

codes to be placed in the context of a globally hybrid scheme, and has recently been

implemented successfully by Sitaraman et. al. [109].

A simplified version of the top level Python script used in this work is shown in

Figure 5.4. Note that each solution procedure is imported as a shared object and

called as a Python routine. Each solver is literally a module which can be called

from the high level infrastructure offered by Python. Note that the near-body solver

may be run stand-alone or in the hybrid context in this code infrastructure by simply

switching the flag, bc, to various values. In summary, the Python infrastructure is an

extremely uninstrusive method of coupling existing codes to form a hybrid scheme.

Only minimal modifications to stand-alone source codes need to be made, and only

at the highest levels which are actually called by the Python script.

5.5 Advantages of the Meshless Interface

The meshless interface provides a unique advantage over other grid communication

schemes. First, the Chimera principle is maintained. Simple grids may be generated

completely independent of one another for mulitple bodies. The meshless interface

procedure is general enough to handle any type of grid topology as long as interfacing

grids have similar resolution. The meshless interface may be considered another
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# import nece s sa ry modules
import nearBody
import of fBody
import mesh less

# Al l o ca t i on and i n i t i a l i z a t i o n s t eps
nearBody . dimension ( )
nearBody . i n i t i a l i z e ( )
i f bc==−1:

of fBody . dimensionc ( )
of fBody . i n i t i a l i z e c ( )
mesh less . dimensionm ( )
mesh less . i n i t i a l i z e m ( )

# I t e r a t e un t i l steady s t a t e i s reached
time = 0
converged = False
whi l e not converged :

time = time+1
converged = nearBody . take s t ep ( )
i f bc==−1:

convergedc = offBody . take s t epc ( )
convergedm = meshless . takestepm ( )

e l i f bc>=0:
nearBody . f a r f i e l d ( )

Figure 5.4: Top level Python driver for hybrid meshless scheme
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part of the Chimera creature, maintaining modularity while enhancing utility. This

stands in contrast to triangulated interfaces or hybrid mesh schemes with arbitrary

polyhedra. These schemes require grid generation tools that attempt to forge a single

global grid. Such an approach is failure prone as the complexity level of geometry

increases. Furthermore, such approaches are not as suitable for bodies in relative

motion since grid components are not allowed to slide past one another. The meshless

interface could potentially allow for relative motion by redefining clouds after every

mesh movement. Since the local cloud definition procedure is relatively simple, the

cost would be minimal. Of course, the penalty of using the meshless interface is the

loss of formal conservation. However, this is no worse than conventional interpolation

procedures, which are also non-conservative.

Another advantage of the meshless interface is the tight integration of the prob-

lem physics into the interface region. With interpolation, flow values for inter-grid

boundary points are obtained by a purely numerical procedure. Interpolation tends

to smear sharp features, especially for poorly resolved grids. With the meshless inter-

face, the physics of the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations is preserved. Shock capturing

is maintained while artificial diffusion is kept low. The result is a seamless transi-

tion between grids. Full convergence at every node in the domain is obtained, which

means all nodes satisfy their parent discretization of the governing equations.

5.6 Viscous Results

The results in this section were obtained using the hybrid mesh shown in Figure

5.5(a) around the NACA 0012 airfoil. The near-body mesh was generated using the

mesh generation package of FLO103, with certain modifications to smooth the wake

spacing behind the boundary layer. The objective of smoothing the wake region was

to provide even spacing from which to interface with the meshless scheme. All the

results in this section are for relatively low Reynolds number, so high reslution of

the wake is only critical a short distance behind the airfoil. For higher Reynolds

numbers, the smoothing region should be extended several chord lengths downstream

to properly capture the wake.
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Shown in Figure 5.5(b) is a close-up view of the interface region showing a shock

in transonic flow. Note the clean capturing of the discontinuity and the seamless

transition across the meshless interface. This case highlights one strength of the

meshless scheme within the hybrid approach, that of capturing regions of high solution

gradients. Clearly, the meshless scheme is extremely well-suited to propagate fluid

information across meshes since it makes use of the underlying physical model (Euler

or Navier-Stokes).

The hybrid scheme also performs extremely well at predicting separation compared

with the scheme of Mavriplis [64]. The predicted separation point at 82.7% for the

NACA 0012 at M = 0.5, α = 0o and Re = 5000 is in the middle of the range predicted

by Mavriplis as shown in Figure 5.6(a) and displayed in Table 5.1. Contours of Mach

number for this case are shown in Figure 5.6(b).

The remaining figures, Figsure 5.7-5.10, containing solution contours and surface

pressure plots, highlight the accuracy of the hybrid meshless scheme for laminar vis-

cous flows in two-dimensions. The surface pressure curves for the hybrid scheme are

overplotted with the stand-alone results, showing excellent agreement. The stand-

alone results use the near-body finite volume scheme in the entire domain Accompa-

nying each set of plots is a table of lift and drag coefficients due to pressure comparing

the hybrid scheme with FLO103, and when available, the viscous scheme of Mavir-

plis [64]. The lift and drag coefficients compare quite well for all cases tested. The

conclusion to be drawn from these results is that the meshless interface provides an

accurate means of computing viscous flows for complex configurations within an over-

set approach. Solution features are captured cleanly and seamlessly, as indicated by

the solution contours. Global accuracy is attained, as indicated by the lift and drag

coefficients. The results appear very promising, and encourage further investigation

for more complex problems, such as high Reynolds number flows and flows in three

dimensions.
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(a) Hybrid mesh with meshless in-
terface
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Figure 5.5: Flow over NACA 0012, M = 0.8, α = 1.25o, showing mesh

(a) Separation point
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(b) Contours of Mach number

Figure 5.6: Flow over NACA 0012, M = 0.5, α = 0o, Re = 5000

Table 5.1: Comparison of separation point location for conventional and hybrid
schemes.

separation location
Mavriplis [64] 80.9%-83.4%

Hybrid 82.7%
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Figure 5.7: Flow over NACA 0012, M = 0.8, α = 10o, Re = 73

Table 5.2: Lift and drag coefficients due to pressure, NACA 0012, M = 0.8, α = 10o,
Re = 73

cl cd

FLO 103 0.5480 0.2083
Mavriplis [64] 0.5886 0.2191

Hybrid 0.5446 0.2114
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Figure 5.8: Flow over NACA 0012, M = 0.8, α = 10o, Re = 500

Table 5.3: Lift and drag coefficients due to pressure, NACA 0012, M = 0.8, α = 10o,
Re = 500

cl cd

FLO 103 0.4311 0.1421
Mavriplis [64] 0.4469 0.1474

Hybrid 0.4234 0.1420
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Figure 5.9: Flow over NACA 0012, M = 0.85, α = 0o, Re = 500

Table 5.4: Lift and drag coefficients due to pressure, NACA 0012, M = 0.85, α = 0o,
Re = 500

cl cd

FLO 103 0.0000 0.0832
Hybrid 0.0000 0.0827
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Figure 5.10: Flow over NACA 0012, M = 0.85, α = 0o, Re = 2000

Table 5.5: Lift and drag coefficients due to pressure, NACA 0012, M = 0.85, α = 0o,
Re = 2000

cl cd

FLO 103 0.0000 0.0608
Hybrid 0.0000 0.0616



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

The work in this thesis attempted to develop the most efficient and accurate meshless

schemes available for two dimensional subsonic, transonic, and viscous flows. This

goal was largely accomplished through the use of specific weighting procedures which

enabled finite volume-like algorithms to be implemented naturally. The development

of the meshless volume scheme represents a streamlined and efficient scheme which

rivals the accuracy and efficiency of most finite volume solution methods. When used

in conjunction with the multicloud algorithm, the meshless volume scheme achieved

convergence rates comparable to structured multigrid. To compute viscous flow, a

hybrid algorithm was developed, which leverages various grid types to enhance ac-

curacy. In this overset approach, a meshless method was used to seamlessly couple

grid components together to obtain a globally accurate scheme. The meshless inter-

face method proved to be both robust and simple in implementation. The test cases

presented here showed excellent agreement with established finite volume methods.

Despite the excellent agreement with established methods, the meshless algorithms

described in this thesis remain non-conservative. For many researchers, this is an

unacceptable consequence of using meshless methods. Possibly, this has prevented the

widespread use of meshless methods compared with grid-based methods. Hopefully,

the work presented here will encourage further investigation into meshless schemes

for practical use in computational fluid dynamics.

In the end, the promise of meshless schemes is to relieve, at least to some degree,
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the need for a rigid mesh. In order to fulfill this potential, some sort of “point

generation” procedure would need to be developed. The point generator would need

to show clear advantages over traditional mesh generation in terms of efficiency and

robustness in order to be of practical value. Efforts to develop such capabilities are

few and far between. However, encouraging results in this area have been published

by Löhner and Oñate [1] and Löhner, Sacco, and Oñate [2]. The work in this thesis

makes no such attempts to develop a point generator. The lack of point generation

development in the literature would seem to suggest that there is no overwhelming

advantage to such a capability over traditional meshing technology. In fact, generating

points and defining local clouds appears to be a very similar task to generating an

unstructured mesh, which would indicate a similar degree of difficulty. In this sense,

the work of this thesis seems to offer no relief for mesh generation difficulties.

On the contrary, the work performed in this thesis has centered around applica-

tions for which meshless methods are ideally suited, such as multicloud and meshless

interfaces for overset methods. These important developments leverage the best that

meshless schemes have to offer: flexibility which uniquely compliments grid-based

computation. It is unlikely that meshless methods will replace grid-based methods.

This can be inferred by examining an example recent in the history of CFD. When

unstructured algorithms became popular, they never replaced structured algorithms.

Rather, intelligent researchers found niches in which they could thrive, namely, com-

plex three dimensional simulations. Structured algorithms are still widely used in

Cartesian and curvilinear methods. Meshless methods will likely find niches as well,

which will only compliment grid-based approaches. Multicloud and meshless interface

for overset approaches are two such niches.

To continue the work of this thesis, development will center around three dimen-

sional applications. The work performed thus far has proven invaluable and necessary

in terms of algorithmic development and validation. The next step is to increase the

level of practical utility by extending the methods described here to three dimensions.

While the implementation difficulties associated with three dimensions are real and

should not be underestimated, there appear to be no theoretical barriers to achiev-

ing full three dimensional versions of the algorithms contained here. The realization
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the three dimensional meshless volume schemes, multicloud, and meshless interface

methods have the potential to impact a wide variety of problems in computation

mechanics.



Appendix A

The Euler and Navier-Stokes

Equations

For many classes of fluid flow problems, the general formulation of the Navier-Stokes

equations provides an accurate description of relevant physics [72]. The differential

form of the Navier-Stokes equations in two dimensions and in strong conservation law

form may be expressed as

∂w

∂t
+

∂fe

∂x
+

∂ge

∂y
=

M∞

Re∞

(

∂fv

∂x
+

∂gv

∂y

)

, (A.1)

where w is the vector of conserved variables, fe and ge are the inviscid flux vectors,

fv and gv are the viscous flux vectors, and M∞ and Re∞ are the free stream Mach

and Reynolds numbers, respectively.

The Euler equations are obtained by setting the right-hand side of Equation A.1

to zero. The Euler equations provide an accurate description for many flow regimes

since viscous effects are often negligible outside thin boundary layers. The Euler

equations become an increasingly poor approximation for low Reynolds number flows

with thick boundary layers and flows with separation. In these cases, the full Navier-

Stokes equations provide a more accurate mathematical model of fluid flow.

The solution vector, w, consists of the vector of non-dimensional conserved vari-

ables:
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w =













ρ

ρu

ρv

ρE













,

where ρ, u, v, and E are density, Cartesian velocity components, and total energy

respectively.

The inviscid fluxes, fe and ge, are defined as:

fe =













ρu

ρu2 + P

ρuv

ρuH













, ge =













ρv

ρvu

ρv2 + P

ρvH













,

where P is the pressure and H = E + P
ρ
, is the total enthalpy. The additional

variable, P , requires an equation of state to complete the set of equations. The ideal

gas equation of state is an excellent description for a wide variety of flow regimes:

E =
P

(γ − 1)ρ
+

1

2
(u2 + v2),

where γ is the ratio of specific heats.

Viscous effects are introduced by the viscous flux terms, fv and gv, which are

defined as

fv =













0

τxx

τxy

uτxx + vτxy − qx













, gv =













0

τyx

τyy

uτyx + vτyy − qy













.
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The shear stress and heat flux terms are expanded as

τxx = 2µux + λ(ux + vy)

τyy = 2µvy + λ(ux + vy)

τxy = τxy = µ(uy + vx)

qx = −κ
∂T

∂x

qy = −κ
∂T

∂y
,

where µ and λ are the first and second coefficients of viscosity, and following

Stoke’s hypothesis, λ = −2
3
µ. The coefficient of thermal conductivity, κ, and temper-

ature, T , are defined as

κ =
Cpµ

Pr
, T =

P

Rρ
,

where Cp is the constant pressure specific heat, Pr is the Prandtl number, and R is

the ideal gas constant. The Navier-Stokes equations are completed by Sutherland’s

law, which may be used to compute the viscosity:

µ

µref

=

(

T

Tref

)
3

2 Tref + To

T + To

,

where µref is a reference viscosity at a reference temperature Tref , and To is a constant.

The non-dimensionalization of the dependent and independent variables in Equa-

tion A.1 is

(x, y) =

(

x∗

c
,
y∗

c

)

, t = t∗

√

P∞

ρ∞

c
, ρ =

ρ∗

ρ∞
, u =

u∗

√

P∞

ρ∞

, v =
v∗

√

P∞

ρ∞

,

E =
E∗

P∞

ρ∞

, P =
P ∗

P∞

, µ =
µ∗

µref

√
γM∞

Re
,

where the ∗ variables are dimensional, c is a characteristic length scale, and the ∞
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variables represent free stream values.

In constructing artificial diffusion vectors, it is helpful to define a directed inviscid

flux, F = nxfe + nyge, in a direction, (nx, ny). Roe [75] established the following

relation:

FR − FL = A(wR, wL)(wR − wL), (A.2)

where A is the directed flux Jacobian. The mean value Jacobian, A(wL, wR), is simply

the standard Jacobian evaluated using Roe-averaged variables. The Roe-averaging of

left and right states proceeds as follows:

u =

√
ρRuR +

√
ρLuL√

ρL +
√

ρR

, v =

√
ρRvR +

√
ρLvL√

ρL +
√

ρR

, H =

√
ρRHR +

√
ρLHL√

ρL +
√

ρR

.

The two dimensional Jacobian matrix, A, expressed with the Roe-averaged vari-

ables is then

A =















0 nx ny 0

nx(γ − 1) q2

2
− uun un − (γ − 2)nxu nyu − (γ − 1)nxv nx(γ − 1)

ny(γ − 1) q2

2
− vun nxv − (γ − 1)nyu un − (γ − 2)nyv ny(γ − 1)

un

(

(γ − 1) q2

2
− H

)

nxH − (γ − 1)uun nyH − (γ − 1)vun γun















,

where un = unx + vny, q2 = u2 + v2, and H = c2

γ−1
+ q2

2
.

Now define |A| = T |Λ|T−1, where |Λ| is a diagonal matrix containing the absolute

values of the eigenvalues of A, and the columns of T contain the eigenvectors of A.

It follows that A may be diagonalized by Λ = T−1AT , with

Λ =













un 0 0 0

0 un 0 0

0 0 un + c 0

0 0 0 un − c













,
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T =













1 0 1 1

u cny u + cnx u − cnx

v −cnx v + cny v − cny

q2

2
c(nyu − nxv) H + cun H − cun













,

T−1 =















1 − γ−1
c2

q2

2
γ−1
c2

u γ−1
c2

v −γ−1
c2

−uny−vnx

c

ny

c
−nx

c
0

1
2c2

(

(γ − 1) q2

2
− cun

)

1
2c2

(−(γ − 1)u + cnx)
1

2c2
(−(γ − 1)v + cny)

γ−1
2c2

1
2c2

(

(γ − 1) q2

2
+ cun

)

1
2c2

(−(γ − 1)u − cnx)
1

2c2
(−(γ − 1)v − cny)

γ−1
2c2















.
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